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AJAX ORIENTEERS

ATHLONE RTC ORIENTEERS

John Maguire. 1 Avondale Mews. 19 Pork Ave .•
Sondymount.Dublin 4 (01-2691196)
Nigel Foley-flsher. RTC.Dublin Rd.•Athlone. Co. Westmeoth
(0902-24465)
Ted Lucey. Kilpodder. Dromahone. Mallow. Co. Cork (022-
47300)
John Geary. Marshalstown. Mitchelstown. Co. Cork (022-25306)
Miriam ni ChoiHr.6 Ashton Pork. Bkrckrock, Cork (021-319838)
John Colclough. 28 The Village. Newbridge. Co. Kildare (045-
432267)
Comelt. Denis Reidy. Adj. Genoral's Branch. Parkgote. Dublin 8
The Secretory. Box 67. Regent House. TCD. Dublin 2.
BillRegan. 9 Floravllle. Enniskillen.Co. Fermanogh BT746AP (08-
01365-326213)
Lillian Quill. 640 Collins Ave .. Dublin 9 (01-8376506).
Tom Conlon. Curratrench. Bollyfarnon. Boyle. Co. Roscommon
(078-47055)
Tony Joyce. L1ndlsfarne. Blshopstown. Cork (021-541246).
Fronk Ryan. St.Mary·s. Balllnfoyle. Galway (091-753829).
The Secretory. P.E.Dept. RTC.Dublin Rood. Galway (091-753161-
2213)
Nora Lalor. 6 Knockslnna Grove. Foxrock, Dublin 18 (01-2893497)
Rory Costello. 14Manor Court. Monor Village. Irolee. Co. Kerry.
(066-25532)
Geoft Somerville. 6 The Hili.Queensway. Derryiaghy. BT179EY
(08-01232-612284)
Clore Nuttall. 4 Upr. Panorama Tee.. Sunday's Well. Cork (021-
300373)
Barbaro Foley-Fisher.Holly Cottage. Glasson. Athlone. Co.
Westmeoth (0902-85306)
Maureen Loughery. 39Moyola Ave .. Castle Dawson. Co. Derry
(08-01648-68602).
Jocelyn Cathalln. 36 Toney Rood. Dundrum. Dublin 14(01-
2985799)
Kevin O'Dwver, 2Wellington Villas. Military H~1.Cork (021-506740)
Michael Meade. 7 Cedar Court. Kennedy Pork. Limerick
(0610412104)
M61reWalsh. MaOlpork. Kilmocanogue. Co. Wicklaw (0 I-
2868871)
The Secretory. PEOHice. UCC. College Rood. Cork.
The Secretory. Box 55. Library Building. UCD. Belfield. Dublin 4.
The Secretory. c/o Porter's Desk. Concourse. University College.
Galway.
Veronica Purcell. Lodge's Lone. Newtown Hili.Tramore. Co.
Waterford.
c/o Yvonne Begley. AFAS.House of Sport. Longmile Rood.
Dublin 12. (01-4509845. fox 4502805). lOA Secretary: Ken Griffin.
12 Island Way. Muskerry Estate. Ballincollig. Co. Cork (021-
870338). e-moll epocork@io/./e
Steven Linton. 39 Prince Edward Drive. Belfast BT95GB (08-
01232-665439)
Riversdale. Dole ROOdNorth. Darley Dale. Matlock. Derbyshire
DE4 2HX(0044-1629-734042. FAX0044-1629-733769).
Sec. Gen.: Barbro Ronnberg. Radlokatu 20. FI-00093SLU.Finland
(00358-405853801. fax 00358-934813113; e-moil
JOf@Of/enfeer/ng.org
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Dogging a Fled Horse

W;ell.we've had the World Championships. the
Junior World Championships and the three
Home Internationals since the last issue of

The Irish Orienteer. How did we fare? Una Creagh
and Marcus Pinker qualified for the finals at the
World Championships but didn't Improve on their
qualifying performance In the finals. A few good runs
In the Home Internationals (particularly John Feehan
and Toni O'Donovan at the Seniors) and some good
runs In the Veterans' and Juniors' events. Apart from
that? Dtsappotnttng, really, You may ask why the
resources are being put Into elite orienteering If the
resulting performances are disappointing. why not
put the money into Juniors. developing new clubs or
Increasing membership. The fact Is that the
resources are not being put In to the elite. or to
anything else. for the Simple reason that there are no
real resources. In ftnanctal terms anyway. Sure. the
lOA bas enough money to survive on a day to day
basis. but when It comes to helping Irish teams to
travel to World Championships. or to enter Home
Internationals. the money Just Isn't there. There Is a
great reliance on Individuals' freely given time and
effort at club level and this is true In the sport up to
the highest levels. That's a great asset. but we also
need to take a serious look at where we're going. to
have an ongomg Ilnanclal plan with fundralslng for
future events. The Squad fundratslng days are a dead
loss. simply because the squad doesn't exist and If it
did itwould be largely abroad.sowhat do we need? An Irish-based Squad co-

ordinator for the Senior team at least. a
recognisable squad. a financial plan for the

future and more Input from orlenteers. The World
Cup In Killarney next May and the World
Championships In Scotland In August 1999 are two
great opportunities. If we grasp them positively we
can be confident of the future. So. this time. don't
Just say "Ah sure. I'll let someone else do It". It's up to
everyone reading this to help secure the future of
ortenteertng for our children and grandchildren.
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EUROMEETING '97
The British O-Squad is organising three days of
orienteering for national teams in the Lake
District on October 3 l-Novernber 2. The teams
who have indicated they will take part are
Finland, Denmark. Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, Britain and Ireland. The event will
be an excellent introduction to some of the terrain
to be used for the World Cup races next year and
also to travel on to train in Scotland prior to WOC
99.
The format is for a short race at Great Tower
Wood on Friday 31st, a Classic distance race at
Witherslack on Saturday and a relay at Bigland
on Sunday.
Entry fees are STG£40 per competitor, including
all events and the social. The event centre is
Lakeside YMCA, Newby Bridge.
If you are interested, contact Una Creagh
immediately. If you have already indicated your
interest, you should send a STG£40 (or IR£
equivalent) cheque immediately to Una, payable
to Ronan Cleary. If you want to book any of the
accommodation, make sure your cheque includes
the appropriate fee (per person prices arc STG50
(or 8 bunk room, STG£59 (or 2/4 bunk rooms,
STG£77 for single/twin bed rooms).
Una's address until late October is 22 Lytrleton
Rd., Aigburth, Liverpool 1.17 OAS, phone 0044-
151-7287359 (H).

ANYONE FOR ACUPPA?
Several cups of herbal tea earned Karl Donnelly
an eight week suspension from the Federation of
Irish CYClists. The tea, served by Donnelly's
coach for a five day period, contained
pseudoephidrine, known as 'a lesser stimulant'
by the International Cycling Union.
Traces of the offending element showed up in a
urine sample given by the cyclist after the lour of
the Mournes On July 6.
After hearing evidence from Donnelly and his
coach, the FIC inquiry accepted that the banned
substance had been taken inadvertently by the
rider, wbo bas decided not to appeal his
suspension.
The eight week ban brings Donnelly's season in
Belgium to a premature close. As the distraught
rider explained:
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"It's a minor disaster f(. )e. In effect, It puts me
out until next season ... Ihad left my job to try my
luck on the continent and now I'm out,
He's not the first to fall Into the herbal tea trap.
British sprinter Linford Christie received a rap
on the knuckles and a warning to be more careful
In future when be tested positive at the SeOUl
Olympics after a pot of the pick-me-up. (Irish
Independent. August 13th 1997)

THE GOOD NEWS
The good news is that, as a member of an lOA or
NIOA-affiliated orienteering club, you are
entitled to a reduction on tbe entry fee at every
entry-on-the-day event run under the auspices of
the lOA (e.g Leinster League, Cork League, etc)

THE BAD NEWS
The bad news is that many of the organising
clubs seem to have conveniently forgouon this
incentive scheme for people to join clubs.
Perhaps the controller for each event should add
this to his/her checklist?

BIZARRE EVENTS PROBLEMS
A recent discussion on the O-net threw up some
unusual features of events around the world:
"A recent event in New South Wales (the 17
August badge event) featured probably the most
bizarre problem that I can recall affecting an
event.
It seems the clock at the start was
malfunctioning, and beeping every I minute 40
seconds (rather than every 2 minutes as it was
supposed to). As a result. the start times got
further and further ahead of the time on the finish
clock, with the result that some later starters
ended up with some very impressive times
indeed (don't know if anyone managed to go
negative).
I believe the 'real' results are being sorted out
with the aid of limes some people recorded on
their stopwatches. Can anyone better this?"
Blair 'Trcwin
Yarra Valley OC/Bushflyers OC
Australia

"I've been involved in too many events and I
have come across aU sorts of problems:

Last control accidcr s..)y not put out in a multi-
day event. This was embarrassing to the
organisers who had to quickly get the control and
run away with it to the final control site in front of
spectators.
Controls moved by the criminal element. The
control site was too ncar cannabis plots and they
came and removed it.
Fallen trees completely covering a control and
only the Clipper could be seen. Most Orienteers
found it and kept On going to finish the course.
The weird thing about this was that most thought
I had deliberately done lhis to make it trickier for
them.
Control in a small depression completely covered
by water after a downpour.
All map courses had to be redrawn the night
before the event after the pen used to draw the
courses was found to be soluble. The midnight oil
was burnt hero.
The new maps from the printers turned up the day
before the event.
Tho maps hn used was 1:10000 to 1:15000

instead of I :7500 to 1:15000.
( Can you quickly work out what the final scale
should have been instead of 1:15000? There was
some incredible kilometre rates on this map.)
The club event where there were not enough
maps and the organisers bad to ask previous
starters to recycle their maps for Inter runners.
A control was blown 400m downhiU after a very
windy night before the event.
A control completely chewed after a cow licked,
chewed and spat out a control which looked like a
salt lick.
Competitors chased by an enraged bull stung by
bees ncar a control.
Having to swim a raging river 8 times wbere a
river had become swollen. Unluckily the course
crossed it several times. This event should have
been cancelled.
That's why whenever I plan or control a course. I
run around all the controls an bour or two before
the event starts, - Bryan Teahan (New Zealand).
At a regional cbampionship back in 1988 (J
think) it was the finish clock that malfunctioned.
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I started late, and after running a very errorfilled
race, I beard in the finish area, that 1 couldn't get
my Lime because the clock didn't work properly.
It bad been losing time during the event. They
eventually found out that what bappened was that
wbile printing the finish time for each competitor
on the printer, the clock stopped! After printing,
the clock resumed ticking. As the printing time
depended on the number of figures in the finish
time, so did the lime lost in the clock! Some
weeks later somebody had - with the help of
some competitors own timetakings - set up a
mathematical model and reconstructed the times
within 5 sees (he said .-). Unfortunately I was
beaten by 14 sees in the championships :-(
(from Denmark)

One my way to a control Ihad to step over a line
of flames. Behind the line of fire the running was
great - the fire had burned down most of the
underbrush. But, breathing was a bit unpleasant
because of the smoke.
The later starters had more trouble than I did.
They risked having water dumped on them from
a helicopter that was fighting the fire.
Same meet - actually had a control bag aflame
when Icame to it (#4 or 5 if I recall, Paul Bennet
has it hanging in his front window) at the same
time as a Junior. He stood there kinda dumb
struck with mouth open. 1 casually punched,
checked to see if my sleeve was ablaze, and
continued on my way. Haven't seen this Jr. since,
though.

Like Mike, I too bad to jump the fire line
(checking that pants weren't
on fire as well) and would have had to cross a
second line (back into unburned territory) if not
for some very friendly local land owners hoping
to put the blaze out before it reached their
properties. Coming up a spur at a right angle I
heard a strange "swishing" sound. Upon cresting
the rise the downslope was on fire with a row of
individuals swatting at the flames. A couple of
quick thinkers noticed me, figured out what Iwas
doing and promptly smacked out a nice swath
through the flames.
All in all, not really what I consider a bizarre

event ( I do some very odd things by the normal
world's standard) but definately one of my more
6 The Irish Orienleer

memorable, even w.
performance.

a less then stellar

It is hard to out do Bryan's list but it made me
remember another bizarre problem.
A spint-O event in Sydney in the late 80's (this
was a mass start short course event). A special
map was printed unfortunately the map was in
correctly printed witb green used for the yellows
and yellow for tbe greens. The organiser did not
realise the mistake at first and on the day before
decided to go a bead any way. The event was
attended largely by most of the then australian
elite runners. In all the bustle of the mass start. a
short course with lots of controls and an enlarged
map scale well no one noticed. The organiser had
to tell the competitors that the yellow was green
and vice versa.
Scott Simson

'Io add another dimension to this colour reversal,
a colour blind person was competing at that event.
lie has a particular colour deficit that he can
distinguish the yellow, but not the green.
Consequently, wben trying to navigate through
the easy going "yellow", be always found
himself in thick vegetation. lie was heard to
remark that this map has the thickest clearings
he's ever been in."

VETERAN HOME INTERNATIONAL
The annual veteran's competition between
England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland
was run in the Derbyshire Peak District over the
weekend of September 13/14.
Some teams lost members due to the conflicting
Senior Home International, a Scottish wedding,
and early departures for VWC in Minnesota.
However in a keenly contested compelition
england beat Scotland in the Individual event,
but Scotland just beat England in the Relays.
Wales beat Ireland on both days. Point scores>

Individual + Relay =Combined
England 133+56 = 189
Scotland 98+54= 152
Wales 70+28 = 98
Ireland 47+18=65

Ony three Irish coi\~titors, Monica Nowlan in
W50, Diana Large in W60 and Ted Feeban in
M55, featured in the top three.

Relay event Errwood (mixed teams of 4)
1 England 6 127.54
2 Scotland 2 129.35
3 Scotland 3 133.12
11 Ireland 3 153.40
12 Ireland 1 155.00
13 Ireland 5 155.29
17 Ireland 4 177.22
(See Maire Walsh's report elsewherein this issue)

O·SIMULATION
For people witb a fast PC and Windows 95 you
might like to look at
http://homel.swipnet.se/-w-18592/winold.htm
This is easily the best orienteering simulation I
have seen: video arcade
quality terrain generation (looking strangely like
the Yorkshire Dales) and
real technical navigation problems.
I've already wasted much too much time on it..
(Simon Errington)

woe 99 TRAINING
There will be an official training camp for
national teams preparing for =
WOC 99 in Inverness, Scotland during the
following period:- IJune - 5 June 1998
This immediately follows World Cup events 3
and 4 in the English Lake District (May 27 -31)
and precedes the Scottish Championships (an
open lOP event) plus Relays to be held on woe
99-type terrain ncar Inverness (June 6-7).
We arc already planning for this training camp,
and il would be helpful if teams thinking of
COIning could contact me directly in the near
future. No commitment needed at this stage!
Further details of our training programme will be
found in Bulletin I and also on the woe 99 Web
site (whicb will be updated shortly) - David May
Training Co-ordinator for WOC 99 and avid
reader of TIO.

TOO EARLY),O PLAN AHEAD?
If you want to get in ahead of the pack, here are
some events to whet your appetite for 1998:

The JK is in Wales, at Dolgellau which isn't far
from Holyhead, Pembroke or Fishguard at
Easter, April 10-13;
There's a 5-day event (event centre Langdale) in
the Lake District at the beginning of August:
fantastic terrain but traffic can be bad if you're
not up early: August 2-7. Full Information and
Entry Forms available in December 1997. Send
SAE or International Reply Coupon to: Lakes 5,
221 Hale Road, lIale, Altrincbam, WAI5 8DN
UK.
the Veteran Home International is in South Wales
on October 24-25;
the Vets' World Cup (or whatever it's called now)
is in the Czech Republic in July:
the Shamrock O-Ringen moves to May 22-24
and is closely associated with the World Cup at
Killarney.

(Of course there'll be the usual review of major
and/or interesting events for '98 in the next issue
ofTIO).

IRISH BUILDINGS
Three Rock's Scan Rothery, one of the founding
fathers of Irish orienteering, has recently bad
another book on Irish architecture published.
Scan has been working on "A Field Guide to the
Buildings of Ireland" since his return from his
epic walk from the North Sea to tbe
Mediterranean (described briefly in an earlier
110) and doubtless for years before that. It's a
fascinating book which looks at the unusual
everyday buildings around us and throws a new
light on ordinary buildinds, pointing out how
unusual they can be.
Many of the areas, if not the buildings
themselves, will be familiar to orienteers: Castle
Archdale, Cratloe, Laragb, Porturnna, Brockagh,
Castlctownbcre, Downhill and many more. There
are nearly 200 buildings described - schools,
houses, banks, railway stations, churches and
castles, all illustrated in Sean's impeccable ink
drawings. At only £12 it's an essential part of the
reference library of anyone who travels in
Ireland. And, yes, Idid buy my copy myself!
(A Field Guide to the Buildings of Ireland is
published by The Lilliput Press, 4 Rosemount
Tce., Arbour Hill, Dublin 7.)
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1998WORLD CUP RACES

Event 1 - 22-23 May - Ireland - Killarney
(Classic distance)
Event 2 - 25 May -Ireland - Killarney (Relay)
Event 3 - 28 May - Great Britain - Lake District
(Classic distance)
Event 4 - 30-31 May - Great Britain - Lake
District (Short distance)
Event 5 - 20-24 July - Sweden - Gavle (O-Ringen
5-days)
Event 6 -12 September - Poland - Krakow
(Relay)
Event 7 - 14-15 September - Poland - Krakow
(Classic distance)
Event 8 - 18 September - Slovakia - Tctranska
Lomnice (Classic distance)
Event 9 - 20 September - Slovakia - Tetrunska
Lomnice (Short distance)
Event 10 - 26-27 September - Estonia - Otepaa
(Classic distance)
Event II - 29 September - Estonia - Otepaa
(Relay)
Event 12 - 1 October - Finland - Haamenlinna
(Relay)
Event 13 - 3 October - Finland - Haamcnlinna
(Classic distance)

ODDS and ENDS and ODDS
I Brian Ervine and Neil Cardy were again the
winners of the 1997 Andersons' Mournes
Mountain Marathon on September 20121 st. The
start and finish were at Kilbroney Park.
Rostrevor, at the foot of Stieve Martin (remember
the 1992 VID?). LVO's Ann Savage and lIeather
Majury were first Female Vets home in the C
class.
1 Daphne Hamond, who sustained a broken ankle
at the Leinster Champs, and was described as
Daphne Farnham in the last 110. plans to retire
from the editorship of the NIOA newslatter,
Crossing Point. Any volunteers should contsct
her if they wish to take the job over. Daphne's
husband, Fred. and another (former) LVO'er
Andy Stott, feature as contributors to the
outstanding "Atlas of the Rural Irish
Countryside" published during the summer by
Cork University Press. Now there's a book for an
orienteer for Christmasl..
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I British Orienteen J Federation website:
Announcing the Grand Opening, round about
now, of the Official BOF website at:
http://www.cix.co.ukl-bof
I Did anyone go to the Scottish 6-Day? TIO still
hasn't bad a report ...
I Mappers and golfers might like to check out the
Eagle, a laser rangefinder designed for telling a
golfer bow far they are from the flag. It's band
held and has an introductory price of STG249
plus VAT. It's claimed to be accurate to I metre
within tbe range 30 to 300m. Details from VMA
Golf Enterprise at 0044-1252-341366.

VETS' WORLD CUP '98
(Well, actually, it's changed its name to the World
Masters' Orienteering Championships, but that
wouldn't fit across the top). The WMOC is open
to all MIW 35's and over (classes go up to MIW
90) and is at at the beginning of July at Novy Bor
in the Czech Republic, more or less at the lime of
year normally favoured by the Shamrock O·
Ringen. The competition features qualification
races on 2nd and 3rd July, a model event on 15t
and the finals on July 5th. Cheapest entry closes
on October 31SI.
The events will use the Regnly EMIT electronic
timing system and you'll have to buy or rent a
unit for the week. Entry will be restricted to the
first 4000, so you're advised to enter early. There
are open events too, for those unlucky enough
not to be over 35.
Details from & entries to Beranek Miroslav.
Sadova 745. 473 01 Navy Bar, Czech Republic.
Entry fees are OM 110 (ca. IR£40) up to the end
of October. then DM 160 to Feb 28th.
(LVO's Dill Simpson is organising a party to go.
lf you're interested and can pass the rigorous
interview and compatibility tests necessary for
such an undertaking, you might like to contact
him at Belfast (08-01232- 481520) - there may he
some places availablc.)

nOF HON SEC DIES
Joan George, the Honorary Secretary of the
British Orienteering Federation has died. Joan
bad been battling cancer, undergoing
chemotherapy over the last few months. Joan and

husband Mike had ~~ stalwarts of both the East
Anglian OA and Norwicb Orienteering Club and
bad held just about every post in both the
association and tbe club - chairman, secretary.
event organisers, etc., etc. They were jointly
responsible for many years for editing Points
East the EAOA newsletter and were still in
harness at Nomews.

mid-June. The Compass Sport Cup will be an
open competition and the CompassSport Trophy
for smaller clubs and the IOAINIOA are to be
invited to send one club to each. leaving it to
themselves how the club is selected. Most. if not
all. Irish clubs would fit into the "small club"
category. These changes may not all be
implemented until 2000, however.
A good representation from three or four clubs
would bring larger numbers to the final than the
hundred or so who were in Portumna from the 19

\-'\~ ;~:\:
CORK RETAIN TIO TROPHY '~)~I ."",:_-_'.il'.:i ~ ~....- .

At a poorly attended Irish Oricntecr Trophy Final llfl ' ..~ rJ ... ':.t:.ltr ~,. ~ F. (
Cork Oricntecrs retained the Irish Oricntccr ~ ,~,;, I r. I" ~/ • '-,

Trophy by a combination of good performances ~<I '. : \;< IJD ~ ..
and relatively large numbers. Portumna bad rhe , ',"" .) '7
usual summer's growth of ferns and I" I "

accompanying ticks and Frank Ryan's courses ~~::t;;Ii

used the area well, with little or no patb running, !
although this meant lots of controls. '
There were some representatives from 3ROC and :~/~~~~
LVO, the only clubs realistically in the running. '~J;:.
but the lack of pre-event publicity, the timing of <\O~..":l4~~~~~Je.~\:J
the fixture for early September and the absence of o~~~~~~@~
any build-up competitions meant that it was ec

something of a damp squib. Doubtless the ;~;I~~~~~
IONNIOAIFIOA would be grateful for any
suggestions to improve what is, essentially, the
only inter-club competition open to all Irish ~
clubs. fQ
The opening up of the competition to all clubs on ';;j!I
the same day gives the results team an impossible ~
task and means that the result is never available 2//.'1

~on the day. :#>
So: how about running preliminary rounds in the
four provinces, having just the qualifiers at the
final and re-scheduling it for later in the season?
The reason for September was so that the winners
could go to the CcmpassSpon Cup in Britain in
October. but generally the Irish winners aren't
bothered about the British competition. New
rules arc being introduced for the CompassSport
Cup which put the final between mid-May and

!!
:::J
e!.
3
Q)
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WOC97-
Fading

Memories of
Wayward

Women and
Steady Eddies!

Justin May, Irish Team Coach, reports on
the recent World Orienteering

Championships.

Norway! Norway is just the most beautiful
country! Forest, rock and water.
Mind you, if you'd asked Nuala and Una their
opinion at the end of WOC week it would
probably have been unprintable!
But let's start at the beginning of a two week
period that ultimately saw predictable results at
the top and some encouraging performances
from members of our own team.

Last minute preparations
The week prior to tbe start of WOC was spent
engaged in last minute technical training and
familiarisation by the majority of the team. Maps
of areas adjacent to the WOC terrain were
available witb controls in position, (or so we
thought!). We were to find that some of the
courses we had been given were outdated and the
control markers removed which led to fruitless
searches and dented confidence!
Terrain work was interspersed with light cross-
training in the form of swimming in numerous
lakes and tbe sea, the water temperature being
claimed to be a record 22+ degrees. Much sun
bathing too, of course - can't be taking this
orienteering too seriously!

/0 Tbe Irish Orienceer

The BIG week itself lan with the by now
familiar hassle with bureacracy over
accommodation. Despite Manager Ronan's
exhaustive efforts on our behalf, we still didn't
end up with what we had originally booked
though in the end, things turned out more or less
okay.
The opening ceremony that Sunday evening was
a surprisingly flat affair. featuring an
incomprehensible play portraying the evolution
of man from swamp dweller to orienteer, (is there
much difference?!). It was however, greatly
enlivened by a performance of the specially
commisioned WOC97 theme song, "We are
Bushmen" of catchy tune and hilarious lyrics, for
instance, on the subject of smelly orienteering
gear, " ..if you don't like the stink. you haven't got
the instinct .."! and so on! The whole show ran
overtime so we left early to get dinner ahead or
the next day's races.

And so to the serious business ...
Monday was qualification day for the Classic
race. Typically rugged Norwegian terrain saw u
large spread of finishing times and all four lads.
(Bill, Colin R, John, Steven), ran respectably
though all reported errors that, come the end or
the day, sadly saw them all miss out on one of
those elusive qualification spots by just a handful

World Chilli/pion Petter Thoresen, NorwQJI
finishing.

of minutes, (the top,.Jty from each of two heals
made it to the next day's final).
As for the women ...Una was our big success of
the day, putting in a strong run to qualify
comfortably in 22nd place. Things were looking
promising for an improvement on her 46th
placing in the final two years previosly.
Eadaoin ran well, but like the lads, eventually
missed out by a few minutes. Eileen got around a
little more slowly and Nuala ..... Hmmrnl Nuala
had quite a story to tell! Starling towards the end
of the field, an early mistake left her as last
runner in the forest, Each control was discreetly
manned and as each runner passed so their
number was ticked off a list. Somehow,
confusion arose and it was wrongly assumed that
all the competitors had finished and didn't the
marshals pack their bags and head in, complete
with three of the last four controls leaving poor
Nuala deep in the forest scratching her head,
convinced that she was in the right place, (she
could even see the elephant tracks into and out of
the flattened areas where the the controls had
been !), but unable to find the markers! This
couldn't be happening. not in a World
Championships! She eventually gave up the
futile search and made her way to the finish
where we reported the matter to the organisers.
Cue some very red faccs!

Tuesday, 6.30am. Una stares into a bowl of
mushy cornflakes, incapable of eating as she
nervously contemplates the day before her.
Later, I accompany her on the short bus ride to
the pre-start and watch as she jogs the few
hundred metres to the timed start. So this is it
Una, the one you've been training for all year - I
hope it goes well for you.
Over a hundred minutes passed and we knew it
hadn't. An otherwise good run had been ruined
by one 8-9 minute error that had cost her perhaps
a dozen places. Why can't I EVER get it right
when it really matters?? The frustration is intense
. why, why, WHY?? Don't worry, you've still
two more chances to show how good you really
are.
The medalists who obviously did get it more or
less right on the day reconfirm Scandinavian
domination of the sport as would be expected
with the event in their own back yard.

Longer than expected winning times reflected
courses planned without the potentially
debilitating heat factor in mind and saw 100
minutes failing to be broken in the Men's race.
Sweden's old man of the forest, 37 year old
Jorgen Martcnsson just failed to make it three
classic titles, relinquishing his crown to the home
country's Petter Thoresen with Norway also
taking the Bronze.
The ladies race saw even more convincing
Norwegian domination with both Gold and
Silver going to home runners and Sweden only
taking the Bronze.
Hey! What about the rest or us?!

Day of rest
Thankfully, Wednesday was a rest day!
nut that didn't mean there was no competition!
Today we watched chief sun worshipper Rothery,
as he represented our little green isle in a sailing
regatta! Before that, the rest of us embarked upon
a boat cruise amongst the bays and islands of the
Grimstad Archipelago. Two largo, regular tour
boats were supplemented by a small armada of
cabin cruisers and yachts, crewed by their local
owners and the two hour trip was concluded back
at the harbour as we watched the regatta from the
water.
A tearn member from each country was invited to
crew aboard a dinghy sailed by an experienced
local. A competant performance from Colm, (
would you expect anything eI5e7!), who even
took the helm at times, saw him finish 6th and
win a lump of rock. The Brits came lastl ...

Marcus Qualilies for Short
The next day saw a return to the more serious
business of the World Championships. Our next
chance for glory was to be the Short Race. Heats
in the
finals in
afternoon.
And the great news
was... Marcus
qualified! The firs
Limean Irishman has
made it through
heats to a final. Well
done ...Now if only:
we could gel you toff;~;~iii~1wi.~~1;:~~1~tJ~~~~~~I?~l~



arcus _
John Feehan; Front: Ronan Cleary (Manager), Una Creagh, Julie Cleary, Nuala Higgins, Eadaoin
Morrish, Justin May (Coach)
do a bit more training]!
In the end, hc qualified quite comfortably too,
well within the top fifteen of his heat, (top 15 of 4
heats went through).
Speed merchant Rolhery wasn't that far off either
but sadly another case of so-near-but-so-far.
Perhaps less sailing next ti.me! Steven and John
were more disappointed with their runs but
certainly didn't disgrace themselves.
Julie came closest of the women, her technical
ability shining through. Ultimately though, her
season long struggle with injury and consequent
relative lack of fitness cost her precious time and
the elusive qualification spot proved 10 be just
out of reach.
Una continued on her downward trend and a
succession of errors cost her dearly, eventually
finishing way off the pace. Eileen and Nuala
fared little better.
Back to the hotel then for lunch and a couple of
hours break or in the case of Marcus. a good long
sleep - this guy is so laid back you just wouldn't
believe it!
Later. wbile all the others travelled directly to lhe
finish area, I went along with Marcus to the start
of the Short Race Final. Fortunately. he was a
little more awake by tbis stage and appeared to be
aware that he was.about to embark on the greatest
journey of his life!
J2. The Irish Orienteer
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Another technically sound run saw him finish
only a few short minutes off the fastest times but
at this level of competition. you pay dearly for
every second lost let alone minutes and at the end
of the day Marcus occupied one of the lower
finishing positions. A greater level of fitness
could have made a significant difference but lhen
who's to say that increased running speed
wouldn't havc led to more mistakes.
Whatever about the final result, this was still a
first for Ireland and Marcus can be very proud of
his achievement.
Again. most of the medals were swept up by the
Scandies with the Pinns getting a look in this time
also. 'The lone outsider who pulled off a surprise
by taking the Women's Gold was Lucy Bohm
from Austria but a certain Swedish lady would
have a story to tell about that!

Relays last
The last competition of the week was the relay
race on Saturday and hopes were high lhat we
could improve upon previous placings.
The ladies race went off first and Una headed out
confidently with the pack Eh, any word
of Una yet? No. perhaps they missed her at the
radio control. Time passed the leaders came
in ....... more time passed everyone else came
in. Still no Una! I was now gelling quite

concerned that perl~ she had injured herself
and was bobbling around the forest someplace. I
went to the organisers and explained our worries
and they set about arranging for a runner to go out
and sweep the course. Shortly after however, Una
appeared on the run-in, apparently uninjured
(physically at least) and after handing over ... to
Nuala, disappeared to reflect alone upon possibly
the worst run of her life. She was inconsolable
and it was beginning to look like a new water
feature was going to have to be added to the map!
Nuala had a steady run and changed over with
Eadaoin. No problems, things were looking up or
so we lhought! A little later an announcement
went out over the P.A. calling for the Ireland
Team Leader. Now what? Ronan and Iwent to
meet the organisers (we were becoming well
known to them at this stagcl) to find that they
were claiming that Nuala had missed a control
out. This couldn't be happening! We found Nuala
and brought her over to where we could look al a
map of the courses. A horrible realisation dawned

M21E Classic: Start to No.1. How would you
go?

Oh ****! I don't believe it! Yes. she had missed a
control. Bye bye Ireland! Julie. our final leg
runner, was prevented from starting. Now we had
three extremely upset women to deal with! At
least Eadaoin was in reasonably good form!
Who'd be a team manager"!
Thank God the men ran well! Nothing
outstanding, but each of them (Bill, Colm R. John
and Marcus) had good steady runs and improved
a place or two upon the previous leg runner until
we finally finished in a creditable 20lh position,
even beating the Swedes!!
But then, the Swedes should have won the gold.
If Nuala thouht she felt bad imagine how lhe
Swedish third leg runnel' fell when it was
discovered that he too had missed a control?
Their fourlh leg runnel' was pulled out of the race
at the spectator control with almost certain
victory well wilhin his grasp.
That left the fast finishing Danes to overhaul the
Finns almost within sight of the finish to claim a
historic first Relay Gold for Denmark. Norway
were third.
In a less dramatic race, the ladies Gold was taken
by Sweden with Norway the Silver and
Switzerland Bronze.
So, when all was said and done. we had quite II

mixed bag of results. Best were our two
individual race qualifiers, Una and Marcus.
followed by the men's relay team. Other
performances gave hope for the future and a few
are best forgotten!

Would I be Team Manager (Coaching) again'?
Very doubtful! - far too stressful!

(Colm O'Halloran who was selected for the team
injured bis knee while training in Norway before
the woe and was unable to compete - Ed.)
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World Champiollship News from
Compass Sport

Classic Race Qualification Day -August Ilth

Brits Clear the First Hurdle
Report direct from Grimstad, Norway, by Ned
Paul

All eigbt British runners safely qualified for tbe
Classic Distance Final on tbe first day of racing at
the 1997 World Orienteering Championships in
Grimstad, Norway. Yvette Hague led the way
with 4th in her heat. Heather Monro was 8th. Tn
the other women's heat Jenny James was 14th
and Liz Campbell 27th. For the men, Stephen
Palmer and Jon Duncan were 15th and lSth,
while in the other heat Steve Hale was 9th and
Steve Nicholson 23rd.

106 women and 141 men from a total of 37
nations competed in Qualifying races for places
in the final. Each class was divided into two heats
with the top thirty in each heat qualifying for the
final.

The races were held at Dommesmoen, about 3km
from Grimstad town, witb the finish in the
grounds of a horticultural college. The men raced
8.4km1320m taking just under an hour for the
best qualifiers, while the women faced
5.2km1160m with a winning lime of
approximately 42 minutes. Conditions were hot,
with the temperature well over 25 degrees (as it
has been for some weeks in southern Norway),
and the forest extremely dry. Terrain in this part
of Norway is universally tough with lots of
bilberries and low oak scrub impeding botb
progress and visibility. Best running is on areas
of bare rock - exposed of course to the merciless
sun - or across the now dry marshes.

Start times ran from 9.00 am with pairs of runners
starting every two minutes. First out of the forest
on the women's course was top Austrian Lucie
Bohm, but it wasn't long before the runners were
streaming in. Jenny James, starting at 9.23 was
the first Brit back. shortly followed by Yvette
Hague, posting the then 2nd fastest time in her
14 TIte Irish Oriente(!r

heat. "No real mistakes, laid Yvette. "but 1was
a litlle bit hesitant. The terrain was no surprise
but the course was alittle bit like a short race,
rather than a classic. I'll be a little bit more aware
of going for anything tomorrow."

Meanwhile the men had started arriving. First
Brit home was Stephen Palmer - who like many
of the men bad trouble finding the finish chute
which was strangely orientated from the last
control. "What the .... ", ejaculated Steve as he
finally spotted which way to go! Jon Duncan
quickly followed, an impressive debut and with
an eventual placing of 18th easily within the
qualifying top 30.

A group came through including Katarina Borg
of Sweden who had started six minutes behind
Liz Campbell. Where was Liz? Right on cuc she
dashed out the forest, sprinted up the run-in and,
although there was a sbort anxious wait while she
counted names on the lcadcrboard, bad made the
cut. Heather Monro was a comfortable 8th equal,
then Steve Hale and finally Steve Nicholson
rounded off a successful day for the Brits.

"It was hot and slow going," said Steve Hale.
"Even though it's a qualification race you have to
run steady, you can't just jog it. Tomorrow it'll
be the same - steady for the first two thirds, then
depending how it's going really go for it."

Steve Nicholson was a little more anxious. "1
made some route choice errors in the second half
of tbe race. I'll have to have a look at tbe map
tonight and see what I can learn."

Several other runners well known in Britain also
went well. Former British champion Una Creagh
from Liverpool gave Ireland their third as-of-
right qualifier with a 22nd place. Eileen
Loughman in her 12th WOC was not so lucky.
lenni Adams of New Zealand made the cut in
25tb but Kristin Hall of the USA was bumped to
33rd. Greg Barbour from Aberdeen was cut adrift
in 35th, his fate shared by the rest of the New
Zealand men, though all four NZ women
survived. So did all 8 Australians.
Geoff Peck, originally slated to be the Hong
Kong coach, had somehow found himself on the

team. Geoff, wh~ished 11th in the WOC
individual race for Britain in 1972, got round,
but only in 56th place. "Age means you lose the
ability to run tbrough this stuff," said Geoff,
"And you have to stop to read the map too."

The starting order for tomorrow's final follows
the qualifying results with the fastest in
qualifying off last. That means Liz Campbell will
be the first British starter, and Yvette will be off
about 7 places from the end. Competition as
expected is tough. Let's sec what tomorrow
brings.

Selected Results:
Men's HeatA
I Petter Thoresen NOR 59.11
2 Carsten Jorgensen DEN 1.00.14
3 Janne Salmi FIN 1.00.20
9 Steve Hale GBR 1.002.53
46 John Feehan IRL 1.18.20
48 Bi1l Edwards IRL 1.21.43

Men's Heat B
I Timo Karpinnen tlN 57.13
2 Jorgen Martensson SWE 57.19
3 Allan Mogensen DEN 57.35
15 Stepben Palmer GBR 1.01.50
38 Steven Linton rRL 1.13.46
39 Colm Rothery lRL 1.14.03

Women's Heat A
1 Anniina Paronen FIN 42.08
2 Reeta-Mari Kolkalla FIN 42.09
3 Marie-Luce Romanens SUI 43.31
14 Jenny James GBR 50.28
22 Una Creagh IRL 52.09
27 Liz Campbell GBR 54.44
40 Eadaoin Morrish lRL 1.02.23

Women's Heat B
I Marlena Jansson SWE 41.55
2 Hanne Sandstad NOR 42.44
3 Johanna Asklof FIN 42.48
4 Yvette Hague GBR 43.22
48 Eileen Loughman IRL 1.19.53
51 Nuala Higgins lRL 1.32.34

Classic Race Finals Day - August 12th
Double Gold forJheHomeTcam!

Scandinavian orienteers dominated the Classic
Distance Final at the World Orienteering
Championships with the home team Norway
winning both men's and women's gold medals.
Swedish orienteers took two silvers, Norwegians
two bronze.

Britain's number one Yvette Hague finished 8th
in the women's race, 5.21 behind the winner,
Hanne Staff. It was a first gold medal for Staff,
25, wbo runs for tbe Oslo club Baekkelagets
SPK. Staff caught Sweden's GunilJa Svard for
two minutes during her run and Switzerland's
Sabrina Meister, and the three finished close
together. Staff's time was 1.12.56 for the tough
and technical 8.7 km course run in sweltering
heat. World Cup winner Svard placed 5th and
Meister 7th. Yvette Hague, starting two minutes
behind Staff. orienteered in a largely empty forest
as Stall' swept up those in front of her.

Earlier Sweden's Katarina Borg had posted the
silver medal time of 1.13.40. Of the six runners
starting after Staff. only her clubmate Hanne
Sandstad threatened. Sandstad eventually took
bronze in 1.14.34.

In the men's race 3rd last starter Jorgen
Martensson led early on split times but missed
number 8 and then number 9 where be actually
found the nearby number 10 first and had to go
back. That's where be saw Petter Thoresen who
started two minutes behind him, and also Carsten
Jorgensen of Denmark. Then followed a series
of short legs that did not offer any chance to
break away. "I actually waited at no. 19 to see
whicb way tbey world go but there was no real
route choice and I had to go the same way."
Martensson pulled out a few seconds but
Thoresen knew he had a medal in hand and just
concentrated on avoiding error. As Thoresen
came to the last control, the large crowd, at least
50% Norwegian. knew tbat he had won and he
raced up the run-in carrying a national nag to
finish the 13.66 krns in I :40.16. It was the
second time he had won the World Cup Classic
race - he won in Sweden in 1991, and be also won
the Short Race in 1993. Martensson took silver
in 1.41.58 and long-time leader Kjetil Bjorlo in
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his third WOC finished 3rd in 1.43.04.

The Brits ran well without ever getting into
contention. Steve Nicholson, first British man to
start, actually led when he came in but the later
runners pushed him down to 26th. Steve Hale
finished 21st and Stephen Palmer 23rd. Jon
Duncan debuted in a more than respectable 41sl.
Jenny James ran well for 18th place, but Heather
Monro was disappointed with 23rd. Liz
Campbell, concentrating on not making any
mistakes in her first WOC, justified her selection
with a creditable 38th. A disappointed Una
Creagh finished 55th in 1.45.

Tomorrow (Wednesday) is a rest day. On
Thursday, the runners have a double-dip with
both the qualifying heats and the final of the
Short Race laking place on the same day. The
Relay is on Saturday. Trail-O Competitions take
place tomorrow (Wednesday) and Friday.

What They Said
Yvette Hague: The forest was thick. I was slow,
taking care and getting it right. I didn't really
miss any controls but I lost time on a route choice
to the first control. Johanna Asklof caught me up
al no. 3 but after a bit she was gone.Lfelt slow the
whole way round. It was a question of fitness. It
was really tough. After my operation (for shin
splints) in January I've come to this
championship having had a month of really good
training. The other girls have had a year of good
training. If it had been easier running I might
have pulled through. I'm obviously disappointed
but at the sallie time I'm satisfied still to be in the
top ten. I'm really pleased for Hanne and Hanne
(who run with Yvette in the Backkelaget team).
1'111 not going to 'compete in the World Cup next
year. I'm going to concentrate on training for a
ycar.

Jenny James: I bonked with about 2 km to go. I'm
still struggling with my back. It is getting better
and a result like this encourages me to keep
going. I'd like to have a race where I could rim

to what Ifeel is my full potential.

Liz Campbell: I was clean ana slow - very
deliberate.
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Jon Duncan: I've never known a course like it. I
felt dead by number 8and made a number of bad
route choices. One of the packs caught me and I
just couldn 't Slay with them.

Steve Nicholson: Too many of my route choices
are wrong. At first it was a dream. I feel I did
myself justice.

Steve Hale: I never got into it. It felt tough from
the start, Ijust wasn't strong enough.

Steve Palmer: I blew it on the long 1500 leg I
took the wrong route adding an extra km to the
run and you can 'I afford 10 do that in these
conditlons.

Selected Results:
Men
1 Petter Thoresen NOR 1.40. I6
2 Jorgen Martensson SWE 1.41.58
3 Kjetil Bjorlo NOR 1.43.04
21 Steve Hale GBR 1.54.18

Womcn
1 HanneStaff NOR 1.12.56
2 Katarina Borg SWE 1.13.40
3 Hanne Sandstad NOR 1.14.34
8 Yveue Hague GBR 1.18.17
27 Liz Campbell GBR 1.34.46
55 Una Creagh IRL 1.45.50

Short Race Day - August 14th -
Qualification Race

Yvette Shows How
Yvette I-Iague led the British qualifying effort
from the front in th heats of the Short Distance
world championship race. The race was based at
Lunderod School, near Arendal, 20 km N of
Grimstad. Yvette WOIl ber beat by nearly a minute
ahead of classic distance bronze medallist Hanne
Sandstad.

Six of eight Brits qualified, only Jenny James and
Jamie Stevenson being eliminated. Men and
women each ran in one of four beats. the top 15 in
each beat qualified for the 60 place finals.

,~

Briton's rookie. 21 year old Kim Buckley
qualified well. 10th in a heat won by Austria's
Lucie Bohm. Heather Monro, however, survived
a big scare. She missed the 2nd control and lost
six minutes plus on this leg. Only splits on the
rest of the course that equalled or bettered the
leaders allowed her to claim 15tb and last
qualifying spot. "I lost concentration at No 2. I
was aiming for a track behind the control,
intending to turn back into the control, but I
overran the path and found myself in a felled
area. I thought I'd be Silting with my mum and
dad spectating this afternoon."

Jenny James was not as lucky as Heather. Her big
mistake at No 6 was enough to eliminate her in a
Lough beat headed by 1993 Short Course world
champion Anna Bogrcn of Sweden and
Tuesday's Classic Race winner Hanne Staff.

Three British men qualified well. Steven Hale
finished 3rd behind Finland's Janne Salmi, Steve
Nicholson tied 4th behind Mikael Bostrom also
from Finland and Stephen Palmer finished 5th
behind yet another Finn limo Karpinnen. Jamie
Stevenson missed out by six places. "I was just
scrappy. I had a miss at No 2 whicb didnt help
but I was just scrappy" said a desolate Jamie, as
coach Graham Mcintyre started the routine to get
Jamie back up for the Relay on Saturday. For
Ireland Marcus Pinker qualified Iltb in Steve
Nicholson's beal. Only Marcus Pinker qualified
from the Irish team witb IIth place in Heat D.

But from Britain's point of view there is no doubt
that the star of the morning was Yvette. Totally
relaxed at the start, and totally composed as she
finished, she has boosted British hopes of a
medal this afternoon.

Selected Results:
Men
Heat A
1 Bjornar Valstad NOR 25.26
21 Jamie Stevenson GBR 32.47
26 Steven Linton lRL 35.58
HeatD
1 Tirno Karpinhen FIN 24.42
5 Stephen Palmer GBR 27.1 I

19 Colm Rothery IRL 33.04
HeatC
1 Mikael Bostrom FIN 25.45
5 Steve Nicholson GBR 27.54
28 John Feehan IRL 37.43
HeatD
I Janne Salmi flN 25.00
3 Steve Hale GBR 26.53
11 Marcus Pinker IRL 30.44

Women
Heat A
I Johanna Asklof FIN 24.48
15 Heather Monro GBR 31.39
25 Nuala Iliggins IRL 50.06
Ileat B
1 Yvette Hague GDR 23.19
22 Eileen Loughman IRL 42.25
HeatC
1 Anna Bogrcn SWE 22.40
18 Julie Cleary IRI. 34.37
20 Jenny James GBR 35.29
HealD
I Lucie Bohm SUI 24.01
10 Kim Buckley GBR 27.28
22 Una Crcagh IRL 40.35

Last Out First Back!
Last to start but quickest round the forest, Lucie
Bohm from Austria is the new women's short
course orienteering world cbampion. Tbe 32
year old Salzburgcr wbo has lived in Stockholm
for the past year followed up a morning will in the
heats with a dashing victory in the afternoon's
final. She won by 14 seconds from Hannc
Sandstad and a further 27 seconds from Hanne
Staff and Marie-Luce Romanens wbo shared
third place.
The story was the same in the men's race. Last
starter Janne Salmi arrived at the finish with just
12 seconds to spare. He displaced his fellow Finn
Timo Karpinnen into 2nd place. Norway's
Djornar Valstad took bronze a further 10 seconds
behind.
Both races were exciting to follow as the lead
changed hands several times in the last twenty
minutes, with constant updates not only as
runners were arriving at finisb, but also by radio
from different controls in the forest.
For Britain, Yvette
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Hague finished 13th, 3.05 behind Bohm, and
Steven Hale was 12th 2.44 behind Salmi.
Heather Monro had another disappointing run to
finish 26th. In contrast Kim Buckley was
pleased with 33rd in her WOC debut. Steve
Nicholson and Stephen Palmer were 31st and
33rd respectively.

What They Said
Lucie Bohm: I missed the 2nd control a little bit
and number 9 also. BUll knew that I was running
good and going fast. J heard the speaker say I
had two-and-a-half minutes to go (when I
reached the spectator control) so I stopped
navigating and just ran. I also won the Student
World Champs in 1994 starting last.
{Biographical note: Lucie Bohm has lived in
Stockholm for a year and competes for IFK
Lidingo. She has trained and prepared for WOC
partly with her club and partly with the Austrian
squad. She gives much of the credit for her win to
the Austrian team coach Ueli Aeschllmann who
is Swiss. "He has brought a new spirit to a very
young team. He gives me confidence and seems
to know what I need. "l
Janne Salmi: My run felt quite slow until number
8 and after that it felt a lillie better: I made the
optimal route choice from 13 10 14 (where he look
over the lead from Tlmo Karpinnen), but a small
mistake 01 the end. It wasn'r the best race I have
run but it was one oj the most difficult.
Bjornar Valstad: J made a terrible mistake to the
4th control- I was reading the wrong leg.T didn't
lose so.much time, /JUtI lost the good feeling.
Yvette Hague: My real aim (at WOC) was to do
well in the classic. Today I lost one control jar a
minute. Other than that I rail a clear (but J was 3
minutes behind). I'm just not good enough (at
present). That's why I'm disappointed.
Steven Hale: I was a bit scrappy here and there.
It was not a-perfect race. It did not have the
sparkle and the little bit extra that you need.
Steve Palmer: At one control I went off target
completely. The margin is so small is races of this
kind.

Selected Results:
Men
1 Janne Salmi FIN
2 Timo Karpinnen FIN
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26.05
26.17

3 Bjornar Valstad 'OR 26.27
12 Steve Hale GBR 28.49
31= Steve Nicholson GBR 32.22
33 Stephen Palmer GBR 32.24
54 Marcus Pinker IRL 36.56

Women
1 Lucie Bohm AUT 25.15
2 Hannc Sandstad NOR 25.29
3= Hanne Staff NOR 25.56
3= Marie-L Rornancns SUI 25.56
13 Yvette Hague GBR 28.20
26 Heather Monro GBR 31.13
33 Kim Buckley GBR 32.40

Marie-Lucc Romanens moved into a tic for 3rcl
place after the jury changed her originally
published Lime by one second following a Swiss
protest.
The protest was apparently based on the
announcer counting down the seconds for the
incoming Norwegian runner (Staff) so she know
how hard she had to run to take Bronze. Both
Marie-Luce And Hanne Staff received bronze
medals.
(The jury decision: "The jury examined video
evidence and the times of both competitors on the
official clock and the back-up clock. The elapsed
lime of the two cornpetitiors differed by less than
one quarter of a second.
Under rule 26.7, "media representatives ... shall
not by their presence or action influence the
result of the competition." The jury felt that the
counting down of one of the cornpetitior into the
finish may have influenced the result in the light
of the closeness of the times.
The jury therefore agreed lhat Marie-Luce
Romanens should be awarded equal third place
with Hanne Staff with a running lime of 25
minutes 56 seconds. - Edmond Szechenyi
(Leader of the Jw'Y) ")

Relays -August 16th
Double Podium Finish for Britain

Both British teams achieved podium finishes in
the World Championships relays at Ornholt, near
Grimstad. Britain's women were a best ever 5th.
just 14.50 behind Sweden who had led from start

to finish. Britain's m~ished 22.37 back in 6th
place. Sensational winners of the men's race
were Denmark who overtook Finland in the
closing kilometres to win by 16 seconds. Sweden
had led after two legs but their 3rd leg runner
mispunched and the team was disqualified in
dramatic fashion with their last man prevented
from continuing after the halfway spectator
control. Britan's women's result was built on a
magnificent start by Jenny James, who finished
just 1.45 back in 4th. Liz Campbell held the
position in difficult green terrain where it was
often not possible to see the control feature even
when in the circle. Yvette Hague maintained 4th.
a few seconds ahead of the Finns who were
recovering after a first leg disaster. and Heather
Monro. although unable to hold the Finns. easily
kept 5th place. The arrears were just 14.50. and
the finish placing the best ever. beating the
previous best finish of 7th. The distances were 2
X 3.9km, 6.0km and 6.6km. Norway took the
silver behind Sweden with Switzerland 3rd,
believed to be the first Swiss women's relay
medal since 1985. Australia took 6th to join
Britain on the podium at the prizegiving that took
place in the evning in Grimstad town square.

The men came back after Jon Musgrave and
Jamie Stevenson had started the team off with
two steady runs that left the team in 11th place.
But thanks to the Swedish disqualification and a
similar fate befalling the Latvians, the British
boys were able to move up. Stephen Palmer
moved the team up to 8th and on the last leg
although Steven Hale was not able to make any
impression on the Swiss he hauled in both the
Ukranians, who at one time had led, and the
Poles.

Men
1 Denmark 4.18.58
(Skovlyst, Jorgensenm Terkelsen, Mogensen)
2 Finland 4.19.14

(Karpinnen, Pelto la, Bostroem, Salmi)
3 Norway 4.24.27

(Tveite. Valstad, Bjorlo. Thoresen)
4 Russia 4.28.44
5 Switzerland 4:36.16
6 GreatBritain 4:41.35
20 Ireland 5:46.27

Rothery, Colm
Feehan.J ohn
Pinker, Marcus
Edwards, Bill

21 United States
22 Belgium
23 Croatia
24 Spain
25 Portugal
26 Israel
27 South Africa
28 Netherlands
29 Kazakstan
DISQ Sweden

1:45.57
1:37.53
1:12.39
1:09.58
5:53.31
6:05.24
6:15.29
6:16.50
6:38.29
8:08.08
8:12.53
8:28.18
9:01.13

Women
1 Sweden

(Bogren, Svard, Nilsson. Jansson)
2 Norway 2.52.56

(Fossli-Saethre.Jnvaldsen, Sands tad, Staff)
3 Swizterland 2.56.28

(Wolf, Romanens, Konig. Meister)
4 Finland
5 Great Britain
6 Australia
Disq Ireland IRL

Creagh,Una
Higgins, Nuala
Morrish. Eadaoin
Cleary. Julie DNS

2.51.41

3.04.42
3.06.31
3.18.41

1:09.50
56.40
1:13.52

(The Next World Championships are in
Scotland in August 1999. If you are an
aspiring team member (M/W20, 21 or even
35) you should have you sights set on this
event. It'll be our best ever chance to
prepare properly: it'S accessible, reasonably
priced and the terrain is reasonably familiar.
we must have upcoming runners to
cballenge the current team members: even if
you don't make it onto the team yourself,
you'll be keeping the team on their toes,
and, who knows?, you might make Finland
in 2001. - Ed.)
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COUNTDOWN
to the
CUP

It's less than eight months to the biggest
orienteering event we've ever had in Ireland, the
World Cup races near Killarney next May. The
1998 World Cup events will give us a chance to
show Irish orienteering off on the world stage and
at the same time make an impression at home to
advertise what orienteering is all about.

HELP WANTED
Overall event organiser Ken Griffin needs help.
Cork Orienteers are doing most of tbe work for
the events but they need help to run the
competitions. All clubs are expected to give a
hand - it's an all-Ireland effort. Helpers will be
needed from Wednesday 20th May onwards.

The time table is like this:
Friday 22nd May Classic Qualification race;
Day I Shamrock O-Ringen, Crohane.
Saturday 23rd May Classic A. Band C finals;
Day 2 Shamrock O-Ringen. Glenflesk
Sunday 24th May Day 3 Shamrock O-Ringen.
Black Lakes, Loo Bridge.
Monday 25thMay World Cup Relay, Muckross,
Killarney.

There will be a lot of work to be ready for a 9.00
am start on Friday morning for the World Cup
Classic qualification races. These should be
finished by 2.00 pm and the first day of the
Shamrock (the evening race) will be on later that
day. Those helping in the morning could then run

in the evening. On
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the Saturday the same ~ )tion will arise: early
starts for the World Cup with the Shamrock later
in the day. Ken hopes to have enough help to be
able to use different teams for the World Cup and
the Shamrock. He also hopes to be able to offer
accommodation to helpers - more details later.

WHAT IS THE WORLD CUP?
It's a high-powered League, a series of races
every second year (in the non World
Championships years) which attracts the cream
of international orienteers. The events are
grouped together both in time and place from
May to October. Next year's races are in Ireland
and Britain in May, Sweden in July, Poland and
Slovakia in mid-September and Estonia and
Finland in late September/early October.
Runners score points depending on their position
in each race.

HOW DOES rrWORK?
The "Classic" format is the long race for
members of National teams. On the Friday there
will be three parallel beats for botb men and
women. The first 20 from each heat go in the A
final, the next 20 in the B final and the rest in the
Cfinal.

WHERE?
The Classic qualifier and finals are in the
Glenflesk area, about 16 km from Killarney on
the road to Cork (remember The Crags at the '96
Shamrock?). The Relays are at Muckross
National Park, a mix of hiUy mixed forest. rough
open and parkland with blobs of intricate forest.
It's only 2 km from the Event Centre. the Glen
Eagles Hotel in Killarney.

CAN I RUN IN THE WORLD CUP?
No, unless you are one of the selected 6 men and
6 women nominated by the Irish Selectors - but
you can help, and sec the best orienteers in the
world in action, and you can run on the same
maps the same day on Days 1 & 2 of the
SbamrockO-Ringen. Not bad, eh?

THEN WHAT?
Well, if you have a few days to spare you can
follow the circus to Windermere in the Lake

District where th~ilI be another Classic
distance race followed by a short distance
qualifier and a short distance final the following
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday (May 28, 30 &
31). The Saturday and Sunday have a National
Event and a short distance race for spectators -
and then on to the World Championships training
camp in Scotland.

SO WHAT?
So what is that it's the day of reckoning for
orienteering in Ireland. If we get this right and it
goes well both for the competitors and the
organisers, we may be able to look forward to a
future for Irish orienteering where it is seen as an
attractive, challenging, competitive sport in
which newcomers, young and old, the athletic

and the more sedate can find a place. Or we can
continue as we are going, with falling numbers,
an ageing population of wooly-hatted eccentrics.
Canute-like trying to turn back the tide of
electronic leisure time, fast food and easy living.

The choice is yours.

You can contact Ken Griffin at 12
Island Way, Muskerry Estate,

Ballincollig, Cork.
Phone 021-870338 (H),

021-312833 (W),
fax 021-312970 (W),
e-mail epocork@iol.ie

JUNIOR HOME
INTERNATIONAL
Gorddinan, Betwys Y Coed,

Wales,
4/5 October 1997

111eTeam selected for the recent Junior Home
International was

WI8 Fionne Austin
Susan Healy
Clare O'Connor
Allan Bogle
ChePinlay
Declan Kelly
Gregory Smythe

MI8

W16 Aislinn AustiN
Laura Cotter
Caroline Dennehy
Denise Healy
David Carter
Luke Campbell-Crawford
Rory Finlay
Jonathan Lucey

Ml6

WI4 Sharon Lucey
Niamb Morrissey
Niarnh O'Boyle
David Healy
Kevin Houlihan
Niall Walsh

MI4

3 Reserves selected to travel were Alan Darry,
Darren Burke and Zoltan Foley-Fisher.
In the event. Gerard Butler travelled instead
ofGregory Smythe.

WALES AND SCOTLAND DRAW
The terrain at Gorddinan was like West Cork but
with slow marshes and heather-covered spurs,
described as physically tough and technically
fairly hard. Best of the Irish were Rory Finlay
(5th M16) and Allan Dogie (5th MI8). Rory also
ran a great Relay race and took the Water
Technology Trophy home.
In the Relay the Irish W16's and WI4's were
third but the Under 18 Girls were disqualified for
missing a control (Cheer up, girls: read about the
World Champs!).

The final results were (Ind + relay = total)
England 180+144=324
Scotland 110+78= 188
Wales 104+84=188
Ireland 73+42=115
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COURSE
PLANNING

ACROSS THE
ATLANTIC?

Orienteering North America, in conjunction
with CompassSport and The Irish Orienteer;
is organising an international course
planning competition on the map of
Surebridge used for the 1993 World
Championships. Now read on ...

In 1984, national team members from the US.
Canada, and Great Britain came together in New
England for the first Trans-Atlantic Cup, a two-
day competition and a relay. Our memory is that
this was the first and only time this event was
beld. Why it didn't continue, we're not sure. But
this year we propose a new kind of Trans-
Atlantic competition-on paper. We invite
orienteers in the US, Canada, Britain and Ireland
to take part in a Trans-Atlantic Course-designing
Competition. This idea developed from a
discussion last year with Ted Finch of Scotland,
after he and his family bad run on the 1993 World
Champ ionsbip maps in Harriman State Park in
New York's Hudson Valley. We were discussing
the challenges and possibilities of setting courses
in Harriman. He wondered how British orienteers
would use the terrain for their courses. We
wondered if course-setting approaches might
differ on opposite sides of the Atlantic. We began
talking about getting orienteers from both sides
of the Atlantic to design courses, using the same
map, for the same class. Wc discussed the idea
with Ned Paul, editor of CompassSport. the
Britisb national O-magazine. as well as Finch.
Ned will put a notice of this competition in his
magazine, inviting British oricnteers 10 take part.
and will have some copies of this issue available
for tbose Brits who want to and John
McCullougb will do the same for the Irish. Since
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we cover both the U~d Canada. this notice
will serve for this side of the Atlantic. and we will
have extra copies available for North American
non-subscribers wbo want to take part. Since we
want everybody 10 be using the same criteria. we
list the US rules and guidelines below.

in order. The top ten '"Aet special T-shirts. The
top three will also get $SO gift certificates for
Berman's Orienteering Supply. We'll publish the
top US, Canadian, British and Irish entries in the
top 15, in ~INA next year.

THE COMPETITION
Design a course for the M35A class. according to
USOF rules, applying USOF standards and
guidelines. In the US, M3SA uses the Red course.
The design should be for a Red course which
would be one day of a two-day (weekend)
competition, which we usually have here in the
US. The time of year would be the fall: October
(not in the summer wben it's hot). You should
design for the terrain shown in the color
reproduction of Surebridge Mountain (Harriman
State Park) in this issue: scale: 1:15.000, contour
interval, 5 meters. Since very few areas on
Surebridge are suitable for parking and assembly,
you are to assume that parking and assembly will
be elsewhere and competitors will be bused to a
point near tbe start: also, when they finish, they
will have to walk back to a road for a return bus.
(as was done at the 1996 Roundup.)

GUIDELINES FOR THE M35A COURSE:
Recommended winning time is 60 minutes for a
l00-point-ranked orienteer, We suggest starting
with a straight-line distance of 7.4 km, ±.S km.
Your actual distance will need to be adjusted
according to the climb, so that your effective
distance (distance + 10 times climb) is between
9.0 and 9.SIcm. This number was calculated from
the results on the Sure bridge terrain at the 1993
O-Fest. which accompanied the 1993 World
Champs in October of that year.
To measure climb accurately, you must
determine the "optimum route" an oricnteer
would take on the course. Then count how many
contour lines cross this route going uphill.
Multiply this number of contour lines by the
contour interval in meters, S m, in t bis case. (You
only count the uphill contours-you DO NOT
subtract the downhill contours your optimum
route crosses.) Measure the length of the
optimum route in meters with the edge of a piece
of paper or a piece of string (While no scale
appears on the rna p. the north lines are 500
meters apart). The climb should not be over 4%
of the optimum route distance. (An lOr
maximum-s-ir can be lcss.) ContJ'OI feature size:
use small features. e.g., boulders. cliffs. small re-
entrants. spurs, knolls. small depressions,
marshes, etc. For this advanced course. controls
sbould not be 100 close to a collecting feature-
100 meters is usually too close. Collecting
features are long features sucb as roads. large
trails, streams, ridges. clearings, large marshes,
etc., that lie across the rae er's direction of travel
before the control. Catching features are similar
features that come after the control, and "catch"
the racer if he misses the control before he goes
too far beyond it. Catching features should be at
least 200 meters beyond a control. Handrails arc
linear features. such as roads. trails, streams,
power lines, or fences. In designing an advanced
course you should try to avoid having handrails
that simplify the navigation, i.e, avoiding
handrails that go in the direction a racer would

Get your Surebridge maps from The Irish
Orienteer and then send entries To: O/NA
Course-Design Contest, 23 Fayette St,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. You may submit
your entry on a photocopy-but it should be as
clear a copy as possible. Hard-to-read
photocopies don't enhance your cbances for
success. Deadline (or enlri es is December It
1997.

All entrants will receive a packet of post-cards
which show part of a WOC-93 map (as long as
they last). We have assembled a stellar set of
judges (who for the time being will remain
nameless-for their own protection.) We want to
allow tbe judges adequate time to examine the
entries and make comments, so the results will
not be announced until a few months after the
deadline. This will be the judging process: the
entries will be divided among the judges. From
this process, the top 15 will be selected. These IS
will be passed on to a second, smaller set of
judges who will look over them alland rank: them

wantto go.
Try to avoid "lost" distance, that is. parts of a
course which require little or no thinking. (This
often occurs if an advanced control is placed right
after a collecting feature-so the racer simply
runs 10 the collecting feature, then navigates the
short
distance to the control.) If the best route goes
along a trail for several hundred meters, the leg
becomes a footrace rather than a navigational
challenge. Maximize route choice: minimize the
element of luck; offer variety of leg lengths-at
least one should be very long. Include changes of
direction. General Considerations: doing well
should require a combination of mental and
physical skills-50% of each; you should usc
distinct features-they can be small, but they
must be distinct: skill, not luck should be the
determining factor in success: ovoid de nse areas
where the terrain is somewhat vague, c.g.,
finding a pit in tbe middle of a large, flat. dense
area puts 100 high a premium on luck: dense areas
arc OK if the terrain is well-defined: avoid "dog-
legs". i.e .• where the logical route leaving a con
trol doubles back through tbe same area from
which the racer approacbed the control-
revealing to other racers wbere the control is.
Dangerous cliffs or anything else indicated on the
map as potentially dangerous. should be avoided.
We don't talk about the start and finish. because
usually that is determined by considerations for
the White and Yellow courses. whicb is not a
concern in this contest.Have fun with tbis! Yes. it
will challenge you, but you will learn from doing
it. You don't have to run on a Red course to
design for it. If you don't have much experience
in course design, try to get some advice from a
club member who does. Good luck!

(There's a copy of the Surebridge mop in TIO No
66, Nov - Dec 1993).

Corrigendum: The winning Women's team in
the 1995 relay championships given ill tbe piece
on IOC relays in the last TIO should read - GEN
(E. Loughman, C. Bonar-Law, M. Thornhill).
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Toni O'Donovan reports on her first
Junior WorM Championships and the
Swedish 5-Day ...

This was the first time in four years that Ireland
had sent a team to the Junior World
Championsbips and for three of us it was our first
time travelling to the event. Ian Lockington,
Conor Darry and I set off early one Thursday
morning at the beginning of July without much
knowledge of what would be waiting for us and
Joanne Mein would meet us in Belgium After a
non-eventful trip we arrived in Leopoldsburg and
it ws here that the fun started.

We were staying with the Kiwis and South
Africans the first night in a scout hall but we did
not know where or how to find the ball. We
asked in a cultural centre - Conor and Ian tried
there German (however the woman was relieved
when she realised we could speak English). We
proceeded to sit outside "De Mast" for 3 hours
waiting for someone to arrive but when the rain
began streaming down we ran - bags and all- to
the nearest cafe. Eventually we were spotted by
the South African coacb wbo was shopping and
we were sbown the accommodation -100m away
from where we bad been silting for 3 hours.

We began our training almost immediately and
we really needed it. The Belgian terrain was
different to anything we bad ever encountered
before. The contours were only lm or 2.5m
inte~1s and were virtually impossible to
identify on the ground after being used to the
dizzy heights of West Cork. The forests were
lovely and runnable but the grass underfoot did
not help Conor's bayfever and left him rather
miserable.

We spent the first four days training before
many of the other teams began to arrive. I'm
sure everyone has heard of Ian's record - 45kIn
off the map. A friendly busdriver helped him
acheive this record while we were searching the
forest for a lightening fried a-top. Ian had his 15
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minutes of fame when ~as on the front page of
the daily newsletter - the "Red Devils Gazette".

The official opening of JWOC took place on
the Monday evening after all the teams had
arrived. We walked in our .team gear from the
army barracks to the town centre in a long
procession with our flags and signs. This was
followed by a few speeches, some dancers and
paratroopers. It was quite spectacular to see the
number of countries represented - I think 37
countries by about 320 people.

Tuesday was the beginning of the progra1lllne
of events with the model race in a nice area of
forested sand dunes. The atmosphere was
relaxed and the weather warm - a run in the shade
was appreciated by most. However this was
followed by equally warm weather the following
day with a more tense atmosphere. The races
were short and runnable. This led to stupid
mistakes (big and small) which were costly in
terms of places if not time as the pace was fast.
As the results sbowed three of us made the B final
but Conor was unlucky - his time was not far off
qualification but every second seemed to count.

As 1 am the one writing this article I don't
know if I have permission to incriminate the
other three for their antics at the Short after Short
party so I won't - even though they could not
deny anything they did not remember!!!!!!
They all took an interesting trip home through a
nettle patch from a camp fire - I can only imagine
that it was not pleasant for Joanne in a short skirt
- thankfully I missed that. Anyway after a tiring
night we spent the rest day recuperating. Jo and I
went for a swim as the weather was still very hot
and the boys just lazed around.

'The weather remained hot for the Classic race
and tbe distances were long - once again it was
fast and runnable. I seemed to suffer least from
the heat and had a good run apart from one
control where I used a path to attack my control -
I had obviously not paid enough attention to the
pre-race info which told me that many paths were
unmarked and I ended up with a split of 19
minutes for this control. This cost me around 30
places and yet I was far from the longest split for
this control - 29 minutes!!! Jo had injured her
back in the week before JWOC whilst moving
flats and was forced to retire at the classic. The
boys suffered badly from the heat and distance

and yet recorded ver. ,st min/kin - however it
was one in just over 4 min1k.m. It was also a bad
day for the Brits who had 3 people dnf and lots of
errors - I really don't think anyone had a superb
run but it really was a case of minimising errors.

We did not have much time top recover from
this before we were thrust into the relay race.
Jo's back was still bad and she heeded advice not
to run. This was a very enjoyable area again -
flat and runnable. Although the competition was
fierce the Swedes managed to get a one-two in
the men's with a clear lead and both teams also
did excellently in the womens' class - not quite
equalling the men but coming very close.

The relay event was once again followed by a
banquet and party which turned into a very long
night for all - as I was coming home I could hear
the other "relay" going on in the distance - full
body cover was not required!!!! Most people
had still not reached their rooms as the Aussies
left at 6am.

Anyway that was an enjoyable way to
conclude my first (but not last - hopefully)
JWaC - next year the event is in France and the
areas sound nice - a few more contours hopefully.
Although it was the end of IWoe it was still only
the beginning of my holiday which is just below.

Ian and I are still wondering how did Conor
and Jo feel on their flights home?? But that is
another story!!!!!

SUMMER AFTER THE
JWOC

Ian and I travelled north from Belgium -
destination Umca and the Swedish a-Ringen.
The weather stayed warm but we were well used
to it after our races in Belgium and Ian even
began to enjoy the warmth a bit - he gradually
began to venture out into the sun more and his tan
improved - J couldn't send him home white after
a summer in Europe, could In It took us a little
while to accustom ourselves to the contours of
Sweden which were way more defined than those
in Leopoldsburg and our results in the first few
days showed this.

I was at the O-Ringen Clinic last year and this
was completely different - I had to fend for
myself!!!! Well as you can all imagine Ian and

Marcus did their best ot take care of me but they
didn't quite succeed in reaching Clinic levels -
last year I was fed, coached and even clothed.
However 1must admit that even though I was not
taken care of in the same way it was just as
enjoyable. Many of the group we had been
friendly with at IWOC in Belgium travelled up to
the event and there was a great social atmosphere
at the event combined with the excellent
orienteering maps.

The a-Ringen was further north this year than
almost ever before - we were virtually in the land
of the midnight sun. The terrain was runnable
and rocky every day which lead to a number of
injuries as speed does not combine with rocky
areas very well - Ian's blisters were tbe worst
Irish inj ury!! !!

I started the week with some major, stupid
mistakes which cost me a lot of time. Gradually
as the week progressed I began to convert the one
big mistake to a few small mistakes and by tbe
last day I bad cut out the small mistakes too.
This could explain why my results ranged
between 4l5t and 3rd, finishing 26th overall.
Technichally I found tbat it was a huge jump for
me from the DiS last year to the D20L this year
coupled with the fact that the areas were more
technical. However I feel that I bad a real
advantage over Ian as I knew roughly what was
going on - I was not as completely stunned this
year at the size of the event. As the week went
on his results also improved - I think we both
benefitted from Marcus's tutoring at dinner every
night.
The event was extremally enjoyable this year

but next year will be the year to go. It is only an
hour north of Stockholm so the crowds should be
big. The 1998 Swedish O-Ringen is also a
World Cup race so the areas being used should be
some of tbe best available. Hopefully I will
manage to get out there again as I feel that it is
invaluable experience of top quality competition
but that all depends on next year ...
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THE EUROPEAN TOUR -
PART!

Lagan Va/ley Orienteer Bill Simpson takes
the long way to Scotland ...

It was the 4th of July when I set off for a five
week trip round Europe that was to include 14
days of orienteering in three multi-day events.
The first event was the French 5-day com-
petition, which was centred on Dijon. We camped
neat Vendenesse-en-Auxois at a lakeside site. Ian
Gilliver joined us for the duration of the
orienteering. A minor setback on registering was
the apparent lack of payment accompanying my
entry. It seems that my Eurocheque was ignored.
but a handful of used French francs soon cleared
the way fo my continued interest in the event.

The competition areas were mostly close to my
chosen camp site, with the exception of etape 4,
which was about 50 km north of Dijon, near to
the source of the Seine. The first stage was in an
area called Charrnillc Galant. The terrain was
varied and included some genUy sloping
coniferous forest and some steep-sided large
valleys on the western edge, sloping down to the
Canal de Bourgogne. It is similar to the Yorkshire
terrain that has kept me from ever travelling to
the White Rose weekend. Green vegetation on
the early part of the course dictated careful
navigation, using handrails nearly all the way and
I still managed to overshoot the first control,
nlnning over an indistinct path and only turning
when T thought that the map did not show the
slope accurately. In reality. it was the paths that
were over-mapped; a problem that was going to
stay with me for the rest of the week. This was
not an auspicious start to the summer!

The western slopes of Charmille Galant were
smattered with little black circles, which turned
out to be charcoal burning platforms. the
inclusion of which owed as much to the
imagination of the mapper as to any minuscule
variation in the steepness of the slope. I had
settled after my early mistake and was going well
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until I missed a f~oe spur on a slope. I
possibly attacked from the wrong crag following
a 1.5 km flat run around a large re-entrant. Here
endcth lesson number two.

came to grief on a l~O control placed two-
thirds of the way up a steep rocky slope with
more scattered thorn bushes. The task was not
simplified by placing the control on a boulder in
the midst of the stony ground. Ian departed early
from the assembly field, heading for Epsom.
while Iopted to stay for the prize-giving. There
was a draw (or a Mountain Bike. based on
whoever was present with the closest competi-
tion number to that selected randomly by (our
cute, but numerately illiterate French children. At
least, I must assume lack of number skills, as I
failed to win any of the prizes.
When the thunder storm (fourth of the week)
broke, I made a run for it to reach the car (1.5 km.
away) in very damp shorts and tee-shirt. As the
prize giving had not started, I decided to navigate
by instinct back to the assembly field through the
streets of Chenove and spectate from the comfort
of my car.
So ended the first of the European orienteering
events of the summer and the following day was
spent in a rigorous investigation of French social
habits on Bastille Day. The subsequent journey
via Prague and Vienna to orienteer in Budislav
will be told in part 2 of this exciting tale of a
travelling orienteer.

The second event at Les Ecotois delivered more
of the same terrain only without the easy slopes.
So. lots more contouring round valleys and
slogging up steep slopes. A fairly clean run this
time with only a minor detour at the second
control to glance briefly at a nice little crag which
had inexplicaby caught the attention of a hoard of
French orienteers. My plan to use a set of power
lines to attack up slope to a crag from apath
running along a re-entrant was foiled when no
power lines were apparent. Post-race analysis
revealed the reason - the wires were 50 metres
above the path at that point and consequently
invisible. Another lesson WM learnt.

Day 3 was going to my sort of event as the course
was to include only 60 metres of climb in
completely runnable forest. A trip to Dijon
railway station at 1.30am to collect my daughter.
combined with the aforementioned overmapped
paths contributed to a 10 minute error at the tenth
control. Ishould mention at this stage that unlike
the Scottish 6-day competition where you can
discard your two worst runs. final placings in
France are based on the cumulative time taken
over all five races. He-hum!
The fourth day saw us returning to limestone
slopes with a vengeance. Once the linear "stony
ground" symbol had been identified as a ruined
wall (only flatter), navigation was simplified a
little. A minor problem finding II mapped
boulder in the midst of stony ground (of the non-
linear form) and loads of similarly sized
unmapped boulders cost a mere five minutes. I
could, I suppose spend some time describing all
the legs that I got right, but that would probably
not hold Ute readers' attention to the same degree.
On the last day. 1 got the route choice from 1 to 2
right. saving 10 minutes on a 1.5 km leg in
comparison to Ian's route. The next three
controls required very careful (and therefore
slow) navigation through clearings in patchy
thorn bushes. This was achieved with some
degree of success by ignoring the many puzzled
orienteers imitating headless chickens. Then I

(From Crossing Point, the NIOA Newsletter).
News from the International Orienteering

Federation

YEARS

ORIENTEERING

CONTROLLERS' CLINIC
The Finnish Orienteering Federation hereby
invites all competent people to participate in the
IOF Controller's Clinic to be organised in
Helsinki, Finland, on 17-19 October 1997. Please
send your entry by fax to the Finnish
Orienteering Federation, Fax No. +358 93481
2433, or to Jorma Ake. fax. No. +358 24581 042
(phone No. +358 2 45 R3 470) on Friday. 10

October 1997 at the latest.

The clinic will be organised at Hotel Pasila in
Helsinki. Price: FIM 735/person
Pre-requisities: You should have available and be
familiar with the following IOF publications:
-Competition Rules for 10F Events
-Principles for Course Planning
-Control Descriptions
-lntemational Specification for Orienteering
Maps
Contact your national Orienteering Federation
for advise on obtaining the above mentioned
publications.

INTERNATIONAL MARATHON 0-
EVENTS

Earlier this year a questionnaire was sent out to
all 10F member federations to evaluate the
activity in marathon orienteering. Many replies
speak of growing popularity of extreme
orienteering. A number of countries want to see
international events in marathon orienteering.
says Sue Harvey. President of the International
Orienteering Federation.
Council agreed that marathon orienteering is an
established form of orienteering and that
therefore international activities in this field are
part of the responsibilities of the 10F. The rOF
should work towards establishing an
international event programme. Council decided
to set up a working group with the task of setting
up the event programme and working out details.

PARK EVENTS
Park orienteering is a form of orienteering
already under the JOF. In addition to the Park
World Tour events, other park events have been
organised and the number is growing very fast.
because they arc easy to organise. This form of
orienteering is also suitable for countries where
other forms of orienteering arc not possible.
The present Park World Tour concept includes
elements that conflict with some lor policies.
The 10F will cooperate with Ute Park World Tour
group so that II form in keeping with 10F practice
evolves. A special task force will be created.
Park events will be included in the lOr event
programme. The possibility of including park
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events in the 10F World Cup programme has
already been discussed. Should a World
Championship in Park-O be introduced. it would
be part of the current Foot-O Championships.
Sue Harvey concludes.

2001:LITHUANIA
At its meeting in Grimstad the 10F Council
decided to allocate the 200 I World Masters
Orienteering Championship to Lithuania.
At an earlier meeting held during the WOC week,
Council bad decided to award the 1999 World
Masters Championships in Ski-orienteering to
Russia and the 1999 Junior World
Championships in ski-orienteering to Bulgaria.

DEVELOPMENT TOWARDS THE
OLYMPICS

The main theme of the lOP Presidents'
Conference held in Arendal on the 13th of
August was Development towards the
Olympics. The 1996 Congress passed a
resolution charging the Council to work towards
getting each of the disciplines of orienteering
into the relevant Olympic Games. At the
Presidents' Conference the issue was reviewed,
and tbe national federations expressed their
opinions on the implementation of the Congress
decision. Representatives from 28 countries
were present.
There was a considerable agreement that
developing the sport and getting into the
programme of the Olympics are complementary.

It also was agreed u..tl1ere is a need to work on
five fronts, namely increasing the number of
members in the 10F. strengthening the existing
federations, raising orienteering&#146;s profile,
developing the forms of orienteering, and
simplifying the organisation of orienteering.
10F President Sue Harvey commented: "These
five aims are all connected one with another. For
example, to increase membership in the 10F we
need to have a variety of forms of orienteering so
that for each country there will be a form suitable
for the available terrain and circumstances. Or. to
attract new recruits into our federations we may
need to look at more variety in the product we
offer.
Simplifying the organisation of orienteering will
make it easier for new countries to get started.
easier for media and media audiences to
understand. easier for newcomers to begin in the
sport in old countries - and less people to
organise could help stop a drain on members in
established countries.
These five aims are the route to development -
and these same five are also the route to the
Olympic Games" says the IOF President Sue
Ilarvey.
The second theme of the Conference was Public
Relations and the Media. The session was run as
a seminar led by Christel Pernet, the French
Orienteering Federation's media consultant.
The Presidents" Conference is an advisory
body. which helps to guide the work and
decision-making of the Council.

C0MPjlSS SPORT
ORIENTEER

COMPASSSPORT whose reports were used liberally in the World
Championships article, can be yours for only STG£17.50 for one

year, STG£34 for two years. Send cheques or credit card details to
TIO.

Orienteering World (IR£14) and the Scientific Journal of Orienteering
(IR£9) are also available through The Irish Orienteer.
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£etters Page
Dear John.

I disagree with your comment in the last TIO
that the course lengths of the men's 10C relay
legs were too long. The fastest leg time was just
over 40 minutes (Colm Rothery). Estimated best
leg times for men in the WOC relay in Norway
this year were 45 and 65 minutes. so our premier
relay event was a lot less taxing in terms of time
on one's feet. To suggest that our championships
should be even shorter is mistaken. I do not agree
that a planner should 'dare' to make courses
shorter. If we want our athletes to perform well
in WOC relays they must be conditioned to race
head-to-head for an appropriate length of time,
and what better opportunity than to practice this
at our national championships? So if anything
the length of the men's courses were a little on the
short side. (Incidentally. you contradict a
statement you made in a previous TIO to the
effect that races here should he longer in order to
prepare our athletes to compete in major
championships. You made this statement in
connection with individual races but surely the
same logic applies to relays.)

Neither do I buy your implication that the
courses were not navigationally challenging
enough. To quote twice World Champion Oyvin
Thon of Norway: "Orienteering is about
adjusting your speed to the conditions ... even
street orienteering becomes difficult if you run
hard enough."

A number of our top guns made significant
navigational errors on the Men's course. The
intensely 'fast going' of the Curragh plains is an
extreme in orienteering terms. and like an
extreme of any kind it will search out
weaknesses in an individual's armoury which
might otherwise go unnoticed. Orienteering at
this unrelenting pace requires good running
speed, as well as good rhythm and navigational
skills. Sustained running speed can be trained by
interval. hill and tempo running, and by
participating in a programme of road. track, X-
country and mountain races. So everything
considered I believe that course planner Tony
O'Sullivan planned the course quite well.

Well done to all our athletes who competed in
Norway with the ambition of improving their
personal best performance at a world
championships. or of contributing to a team effort
leading to an enhancement of our international
orienteering reputation. A special
congratulations to Una Creagh and Marcus
Pinker for qualifying for finals. Marcus has
written himself into the record books as the first
Irish male to do so in his own right since
mandatory qualification was introduced.

As you pointed out in the last TIO, Una's
successes arc largely attributable to her
dedication and perseverance. to her studies and to
her access to research. to her participation in
many other sports, and to Justin's coaching and
mentoring.

I enjoy passing on my knowledge to others
who might not have either Una's background in
sport or her support systems at their disposal. My
motivation for doing this is five-fold:

... to raise the general standard of orienteering
here.

.. to inspire individual athletes to raise their
sights and expectations ... Years ago I appreciated
tbe inspiration and support given to me by
athletes like WaUy Young and Pat Healy.

...to give recognition to orientccrs who actually
achieve (as opposed to those who simply take
part). Accurate records provide transparency.
Accurate records protect achievers against petty-
mindedness. snobbery and favouritism. If
orientccrs who 'do the business' are not
recognised. then it becomes a triumph of
mediocrity over performance.

...to raise the awareness and knowledge of the
orienteering population in general of the hard
work that goes into producing excellence.

,.. to create and shape an uninhibited sporting
environment where lop-level competitive
orienteering can thrive ... where it's OK to want
to win!
It is important also to heed the advice given by

you in the last TIO that we should follow the
example set by Colin Dunlop and Bernard
Creedon of being positive. This includes not
being destructively critical of the efforts of
others.
Yours sincerely.
Aonghus OCleirigh. (CNOC & DFO)
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SENIOR HOME
INTERNATIONAL -

Carlingford, September
13/14.

John Feehan and Toni O'Donovan were the
stars of Ibis year's Senior Home
International at Carlingford, from the Irish
team's point of view. John, winner of the
Shamrock O-Ringen in June, finished 2nd
in M21E, just over a minute down on
Scotland's Dan Marston, whilc Toni
fin ishcd a scant 18 seconds adrift of
Scotland's Jo Stevenson in W20. The Irish
M3S's finished very well, packing 3rd, 4th
and 5th. Overall, Ireland flnished in third
place, comfortably ahead of Wales and
closer to England and Scotland than on
many previous occasions.
Unfortunately this year's event clashed with the
Veteran Ilome International in England and with
Kirsty Bryan-Jones's wedding in Scotland. tbus
weakening the Irish. Welsh and Scottish teams -
not that any of them would have beaten England,
anyway. although the Scots could have come
close.
Two days before the competition the mountain
was covered with its characteristic thick mist;
one day before it was lashed by heavy wintery
showers and high winds. but for the competitions
themselves the conditions were comparatively
benign. Certainly it was windier than one would
have liked for the Individual. particularly on the
long legs running north west along the back of
the mountain. and there were some heavy
showers, but otherwise it wasn't bad. TIle start
Was on the mountainside above the forest car
park at Slievc Foy forest and the finish about 2
km away, near tbe Tain Centre where the teams
stayed, but the competitors had to cover up to 13
km to get tbere.
The courses (planned by John McCullough)
ranged from the 6.6 kml370 m W20 to 13.8
kml550 m M21. Running conditions were fast,
though the area approaching the finish proved to
be both rocky and slippery. a feature captured by
~2 Tbe Irish Orienleer

Teilifis na Gaeilge I,"~he Spoirtiris program
which featured the event later on the same week.
The Saturday night bad a dinner for the teams and
a Ceil! at the Tain, which also had a swimming
pool. steam room and jacuzzi to easy the teams'
acbing muscles. Tba half-time score was England
161. Scotland 140, Ireland 115. Wales 81.
Sunday's relay (planned by Ted McGrath) was on
the other side of the mountain on the Foxes' Rock
map used for the Irish Relays in 1993. The mist
was down for the rearly starters who could only
barely see the start control on the hillside, though
it was quite mild and pleasant for running. A
tactical ploy by Irish team manager Ronan Cleary
saw the crack M35 team of Colm Rothery. Brian
Corbett and Aonghus OCh~irigh running away
with the Short relay class. but the Irish stayed in
their overnight position of 3rd. The Day 2 scores
were England 80, Scotland 60, Ireland 46. Wales
30. Overall the scores were England 241,
Scotland 200. Ireland 161.Wales III.
Ibis was the first time the SHI has been run by
the lOA: on two previous occasions the event has
been run by the NlOA. This time 3ROC provided
most of the manpower: planners. controllers
Trina Cleary and Harold White, Organisers Liam
and Hazel Convery and so on. LVO very ably ran
the start on Saturday and SHI main-man Colin
Henderson kept things under control.
Judging by the competitors' comments they
seemed to be well pleased with the whole thing.

RESULTS - Individual
M21
1 Dan Marston
2 John Feehan
3 Gordon Riemersma
7 Marcus Pinker
9 Steven Linton
12 James Logue
14 Brendon O'Brien

12.6 km/550m
S 67.41
I 68.50
S 90.13
I 96.44

96.40
102.59
108.24

W216.2 km/42Om
1 Alice Bedwell W 63.28
2 Heather Hartman S 68.42
3 Emma Moody E 90.19
6 Eadooln Morrish I 92.39
6 Darlna Cunnane I 95.16
14 Julie Cleary I 124.55
16 Nina Phillips t 129.24

M3510.5 km/SOOm
1 Jon Musgrave S 75.27
2 Roblee S 75.30
3 Colm Rothery I 60.24

4 Aonghus OClelrigh
5 Brian Corbett

67.37
68.34

W356.9 km/400 m
1 Stella lewsley E
2 Judy Worner E
3 ShleyWood E
11 liz Deane I
13 Nadine Grant I

80.36
65.09
69.27
129.28
140.08

M20 10.0km/530 m
1 Ed Nash E
2 David Jenkins E
3 Anthony Squire S
4 Allan Bogle
7 Conor Barry
11 Che Finlay

W206.6 kmj370 m
1 Jo Stevenson S
2 Toni O'Donovan I
3 Heather Burrowes W
7 Ruth Hollinger I
9 Clare O'Connor I

77.08
61.52
63.59
68.02
97.06
120.11

71.53
72.11
79.41
69.15
108.29

VETERAN HOME
INTERNATIONAL 1997

Maire Walsh reports ...

The Veteran Home International was held this
year in conjunction with The Twin Peak 1997 in
the English Peak District. Unfortunately. it
coincided with the Senior Home International in
Carlingford (not the fault of the Irish). As a result,
a rather understrength team. further depleted by
illness and by injury, checked into the Event
Centre - the Youth hostel in the picturesque
village of Castleton - at various stages on Friday
evening. Some members of the team, unaware of
the strict curfew in English hostels. returned a
little late from an important refuelling session in
a local hostelry to find doors and windows barred
against them. Luckily a kindly member of a rival
team heard their lamentations and succeeded in
unbarring the door.

Nothing daunted by this slight upset to our
slumbers. we descended next morning to find a
huge fried breakfast awaiting us: this was
probably a clever scheme to slow us down in the
competition and it certainly was effective in
some cases!

The individual event was held in Longshaw, an
area of fairly featureless open moorland. a

smallish section of complex forest with some
good rockclimbing included to give the courses a
bit of added challenge and a fairly extensive area
of unexciting woodland. It was an area well
suited to fast runners but not technically very
difficult. Some of the Irish Team had very good
runs - notably Monica Nowlan. 3rd in W50.
Diana Large, 3rd in W60 and Ted Feehan, 3rd in
M55. Kevin O'Dwyer. Maxwell Reid and Ernie
Wilson also had successfbl runs but overall,
unfortunately. even the Welsh beat us. This year.
for the first time. there was a second trophy for
the Welsh and Irish only Hopefully we will
manage to capture this next year.

That evening. after an enjoyable social
occasion of dinner and a "British Isles" Table
Quiz which exposed our mutual ignorance of
each other's geography. most of us retired carl y
to our creaking bunk beds. but some people never
learn and once again the night air was rent by
plaintive cries of "let us in" and the sound of
pebbles clattering against the windows.

TIle relays next day took place in a very green
area overlooking the Errwood reservoir. The
courses again were technically easy but the
terrain was really very rough - the short courses
were largely in dense green wood where you had
to keep to paths, crossed by extremely steep
gullies. while the longer courses had a few legs in
open tussocky ground and a lot of climb. Once
again we were totally outclassed by the English
and the Scots though a few individuals had great
runs and all of our teams finished in good time.
Despite not winning it was a great weekend.
Everyone enjoyed it and I would really
encourage more veterans to make themselves
available for selection. Many thanks to Alan
Gartside. our manager. for his culm. relaxed and
efficient organisation and for stepping in at the
last minute to take the place of a competitor who
failed to turn up.

TEAM
i\lJ40Kevin O'Dwyer. Tim Morrissey. W40Ruth Lynam,
Ann Savage . Heather Majury M45 Bill Simpson,
Raymond Finlay. W45 Teresa Finlay, Alison
ToHenham. M50 Alon Gartside. Ernie Wilson. WSO
Monica Nowlon. Maire Walsh. M55 Ted Feehan.
Paget McCormack, Paddy Lalor;W55 Mauro
Higgins. Clare NuHall, Vera Murtagh, M60 Maxwell
Reid. Fronk McCormack W60 Olano Large.
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Leinster Orienteering Association
Guideline to the Leinster Orienteering League 1997/98

Number of events.
There should be twelve events in each league. si~ dunng the autumn and S" dunng the sprmg I carl~ suuuncr
TI.e events are fixed at the annual fixtures mccung and C\CI) reasonable effort shall be made 10 prevent clashes
\\ uh major n31101131 fixlurcs

Description

The Leinster Orienteering League IS a series of Similar onemeering events. run over :I specified period
of time. Each event awards pomts to competitors. which reflects their performance. These pomrs are
used to select a Men' s and a Ladies Champion on each on .::II::h course

Points System.
Thc poims s~SICIll used shall bc based on ihc followin!; formula .-

1000 X Course Winners lillie

Type of event.

Each event shall be run under the lOA Rules and shall be a colour type event :IS descnbed III GUideline
3 of the Rules. The League shall comprise of the following courses'

Yellow. Orange, Red. Light Green. Green. Blue and Brown.
A white course. not pan of the league. should be included where possible to facititate younger
Oncntcers.
111e followmg tables give a guide to the definition of each course.

Competitors tunc
The bCSI six rcsuus for each competitor arc to count.

Compensation Points & Event Report Forms.
Compensation POInIS arc allowed for organisers. planners. controllers and assistant organisers. planners and
controllers. These points are equal to the officials highest score on their course at the end of the season (If their
course was not declared void at their event). Names of those appl~ ing for the compenS311011 points must be
submined on 0 completed lOA event repon form

i;fk7~~~T::ii0;:::115i~j:::I~~;iio::li~~!:::I:Ji~:~::I~~~~:"
TO 1 While 1 . ! i i:=:::.==:.~::::I~I:~=:~:.:=:~~~'~~I Yellow .·.........._...._·_-t ..·.... ............r:=·:::::::~::=:L....._~~:..::::~::r=~~::::=·......·..· iiH _.._ , _.~~r;:Red 1·.!.~'·~~e!~·I· ..· · · 1..·_ · ·..

..· ·· TO ..S '1" , Creen I Blue I Brown r·[jl;~k··..
• Time is more imponant than course length.

Cancelled Courses.
lfit is decided OIOlto run some courses due 10 unfuvcurnblc weather or other reasons. the course lTIa~ be
combined with another course. bUI the competitors should be kepi separate by usc of their original course I
colour choice.

Void courses.
A course or an c\cnt may be declared void if the controller or technical officer decide thar the course I evenr "as
highly unfarr, involved an unacceptable amount of luck or for any other rclcv ant reason. A course shall onl~ be
declared VOid if il is the most fair option.
For each two occasions lhat a given colour course is declared void the number of events to count is reduced by
one

Technical Difficulty.

Results.
111e organiSIng club shall be responsible for the entering of results into the league results system. They shall also
be responsible for ensuring that the results are published promptly in The IrISh Oricntccr and the leaders results
3fC forwarded 10 thc appropriate newspapers on the evening of thc event. To maintam UICongoing compcuuvc
atmosphere it IS very desirable thai the points results be displayed at the next league event. even if it IS the
following Sunda~
The LOA will publish league tables and bulletins during the season.

Below is a summary of the technical and physical difficulties. A fuller descnpnon IS given in guideline
2 of the lOA rules. Not all areas will allow full compliance of these tables:

TD 1 i Controls at all decision points. Route along Paths.
I Controls sited in direction of next control.:::.~.:=:I~~;;;.~~;.~~~~.;;~~~z.~~;~~:~.::~~~:.i.::~::..~~~i:~~~~::=~::~:~:~~.::~~~~~·~~:.~·i·:~~~:.~J·~:·:·

.. ::r..9. ~ J. ..~!.1...!!D.~fe.~.l1J.r.e.s..."'.1~..~!l!.~..p..<?i~.t..'..~().n..t()~Ir...fc.~t.u..r.~~: _ .

..!'.9...~ .. .J...~i.'..f.:.ll!!!!~ .•JI;lI.!.~.s.e...~~~p.~~!..~()~!?r.~!~..~.i.~~.~.1~ ..r.~.!()~.1l!!.11~ _ .
TD 5 l Careful map reaciing required. but no bingo controls, errors are time expensive.

Prizes .

Prizes shall be awarded at the end of the league for the followmg classificauons.

Physical Difficulty.

.. ':'.Q..~ .L.Mi.ll.i£!1.!!.~lIJ.ll<>.lll1.t.<>.f.~.li.£!1.b.s:~y.<>.!~..~~!l.~!?..\I.~~.e.t.a.~.!().._"............ . .
...':'.!:> ? L~.~.I~e.~.Il!..§::..J.: .
PD 3 ! Some moderate climb. minimal dense vegetation. avoid steep ascents I descents and

! treacherous areas

:.:~i5.A::I~:~:~~~~:~::~.::~a:::~::.:::::::::::::=::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~:::::::::::::::::.::::... . _ .
PD 5 i Avoid excessively steep ascents I descents, dense vegetation is acceptable but should be kept

I to a minimum.

(a) Highest sconng Male and Femalc competitor lit the League (Perpetual Trophies "),
(b) 1".2"".3'd M21 on the Brown course
(c) 1~.2nJ,3td non M21 on the Brown course
(d) I".2nd.3r. Men and Women competuors on the Bluc. Green. Liglu Grecn and Red courses .
(c) I",2"".3'd M and W 16- on the Orange course.
(f) 1".2·"J'" M and W 14- on the Yellow course.
(g) Competitor WiUI the greatest number of completed events on each course

Through the event levies the LOA shall be responsible for the cost of the prizes It is hoped that interests lit

orienteering circles would donate pcrpctual troplucs to tlus compctiuon.

Period of competition

The League shall run from autumn to early summer of the following year
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Compilatfon and Amendments.
At the end of each League the LOA shall rev icw tJlIS guideline and make the required amendments. if nny The
guidelmc shall bereissued to all clubs at least two months before the lirsl League event.
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AU Ireland league 1997
iwl1I
I Connacht ChampionshIps
2 Munster Championships
3 IrishChampionships
4 Lelnster Championships
5 Northern Ireland Championships

B.IIW
I Eligibility: Members of affiliated clubs only.

2 Classes:M/W2IE. M/W35L to M/W70L and M/W12A

to M/W20A (28 classes).

3 Scoring: 1st 12points: 2nd 10pts.; 3rd 9 pts.: 4th 8

pts down to Ipoint for 11th and other finGhers.

4 Ties:If any class leaders have equal poInts. the

winner Is the person with the most event wins

QlJlOF THEFIVEEVENTSTHEBEst Il::lEff TO COUNT

Event
.M2Ji
Colm Rothery AJAX 5 10 12 27
Btendana'BnenAJAX 10 9 6 25
B.Delaney COOC8 4 1 12 24
G. Somerville lVO 9 6 8 23
S.Unton NWOC12 9 21
CO'Halloran Lee 08 10 18
John Feehan BVOC 12 2 14
JCasey FUCCO 3 10 13
Rory Mornsh Lee 0 6 7 13
Padralg Higgins MN 1 9 10
GerryBrady Cork04 1 5
Ian locklngton NWOC3 1 4
Conor Creedon Cork 0 2 1 3

2 3 4 5 Tot.

Mill
TedLucey 7soc 9 8
J O'Donovan BVOC 7 8 9 24
Pot Farrelly CNOC10 12 22
UamQulnn Set 10 12 22
S.Gilmore LVO 6 10

.M!lQJ.
JMcCuliough3ROC
Kevin O'Dwyer SO 10

9
10
7

12
9
8
5
3
2

9
8
12
7
4
3
1

TImMorrissey
Senan O'Boyle
Clive Majury
Rick Austin
Paul Dunne

Cork09
CNOC8
LVO 4
Cork 0
WEGO

5
2

Denis Reidy AJAX
Gerry Brody Cork 0
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12 12
10 10

Uam O'Brien COIk~1 6
KMcDonald AJAX
Btlan Bell GEN
Thomas O-NeUI BOC
Joe Lalor GEN

Mill
BillSimpson
BillyO'Neill

LVO 10 10
CNOC9 9

Sean McSweeney SO
R. Finlay Ferm07
PaddyO'Btlen AJAX 12
B.McGrath 3ROC 6 8
TMcCormack GEN 8
R. Williamson LVO 7
Mick Heeney CorkO 5
Clem Stapleton SO
Paddy O'DrlscoliSO
Ken Griffin Cork 0

t&Q.L
ErnIeWilson
TedFeehan
Ed. B.Niland

LVO 12 8
BVOC 10 12
AJAX 9

Sean cotter BOC
Richd McCourl LVO 7 6
Robt O'Connor COIk 09 10
N C-Grawford 3ROC 8 2
Alan Gartside LVO 5 3
B.Creedon CorkO 7
Bob Pinker
ILocklngton
HoroldWhlte
Frank Ryan
DonalBurke
Larry Roe
DovidButier
B.Doherty

24 JamesO'Btlen AJAX

CorkO
NWOC4
3ROC
WEG06
LeeO
3ROC
CNOC
GEN

~
Paddy Lalor CNOC12 12
Michael Butler 3ROC 9 9
Moxwell Reed FermO
FMcCormack CNOC10 10
TedMcGrath 3ROC
Alan Shaw ThO
Joe Bent AJAX

16

30
29
29
20
13
7
3
24
20

WQJ.
Noel Bogle NWOC

SiIiRegan

Frank Cunnane Cork 0 9
MoxweliReed FermO 12

Ferm08

5

4

10

7
6
4
1

9
3
12
5
6

2

5
6

9

7
10
8

6
4
12
3

2

8
7
10

9
6
5

9
12

5
6
2

13
11
10
3
2

Uom Convery 3ROC

wa
Fred Calnan Cork 0
Norman Ervine LVO 10
Con Carroll
Sean Rothery

3ROC
3ROC

7
9
12
8

29
27
24
20
19
18
13
10
10
7

5 6
1 2

MI2A
C. Foley-Asher
Thomas Cotter
Paul Geary
AtanSavage
Adrian Burke

MN 10 10
BOC 12
BVOC 12
LVO 9
GEN

4
3
2 M.O'Donavan COIk 0

Niall Quinn Set
Conor Malley NWOC

MHA
DovldHealy GEN 12 12
Nail Walsh 3ROC 9 10
Kevin Houlihan Cork 0 10 9
Padralg Keogh Cork 0
Robert Wheldon NWOC
Btlan Purcell NWOC
Ben Pearce-Smith NWOC

9
7
8
12

30
29
24
22
21
20
19
15
19
13
9
9
7
6
3
2
2
2

DovldCarter CorkO
Nathan F-FlsherMN 5 3
John McGralh 3ROC 4 2
AlanBarry CorkO 8
Paul McGahan NWOC 9
Z. Foley-Fisher MN
Trevor Johnson NWOC 6
John P.FitzgeraldCork 0 6
Patrick O'Brien AJAX 5

5
6

Ml6A
Rory Finlay Ferm 012
L.C-Grawford 3ROC 10 12
J. Lucey
D. Burke

BOC 8
CorkO10

4
3

2

9
5
12

33
25
22
20
16
14
11

M1M
Gerald Butler 3ROC 5
Che Finlay Ferm 0 12
G. Smyth NWOC 10
J OCallaghan Cork 0
D Fitzgerald Wal 0
Fiacra Fitzgibbon Wat 0
Declan Kelly Wat 0

7
8
6

10
9

10 30
27
24

9 21

M2QA
Raymand Holohan CNOC 12
TimTotienham FermO 10
W McDonald AJAX4

12 8

12 12
10
9 9
7 10

12 8
10 9
8 4

3
4 7
8 3
5 5
2

10 12
12 10
3 9
5 9
5 8
7 5
2 6

9
10

9 10
8 4
12 7
2 12
4 8
5 5
3 6
10
7
6 9

12
10
9

10 8
12 5
6 6
9 2

10 8
12
10 12

20 A. Quinn 3ROC
A Fitzgibbon Wat 0

17
15

8 9
9 6

24
20
15
17

.w2I.E
E.Loughman CNOC9 7 9
Eadoln Morrish Lee 0 10 10
NIna Phillips 3ROC 12 6
TonlO'Donovan Cork 0 12 6
Emma Glanville 3ROC 8 9

25
20
18
18
17

32
31
24
12
11
11
10
3

Yi4Q.L
MoryHealy GEN 12 10 12
AnnSovage lVO 10 9
Heather Majury LVO 9 8 7 9
Ellen Feehan BVOC 7 8 7
RuthLynam CNOC12 10
MaryAustin COIk09 8

12
10

36
29
26
22
22
17

36
32

28
14

13
12
8

:iiill
Monica Nowlan3ROC 12 10 12
WMcCormack GEN 9 8
A. Tottenham Ferm 07 7 5
Alne O'Sullivan 3ROC 8 2
J O'Keeffe BVOC 6 6
B.Foley-Fisher MN 5 4 4
Carmel FeehanBVOC 10 12
T9Iesa Finlay Ferm 0 10
Marla Pinker Cork 0 9
Frances O'Neill SET 6 5
Deirdre Nagle 3ROC 3 3

12
8
6
7
4
5

36
25
20
17
16
14
22
20
18
11
6

10
9

31
30
29
24
19
15
13
18
16
15
7
7
6

.Yillll
Jean 0' Neill FIN 12
Maire Walsh 31~OC10
Cathleen Bent Set 9 9

12 10
10 12

34
32
18

Will
Clore Nutiall
V. Murtagh
Mauro Higgins

Lee 0
3ROC 10
SET 12

12
10

12
8
9

12
2

36
28
21

WAQl.
DianaLarge GEN 12
Faith White SET 10

12 12
10 10

36
30

24
22
19
18
17
12
11

YiI2A
Amy Houlihan Cork 0 12 12 10 12 36
Zara Stevenson NWOC 12 10 22

YiMA
N Morrissey Cork 0 10 12
SharonLucey BOC 9 10
Sheila Nowlan 3ROC 12 9
Nlamh O'Boyie COOC7
Sarah l Butler COOC
Yvonne O'Bden AJAX 8

12
10 12
6 10
9 9
7 7
5

34
32
31
25
14
13

30
22
22

Yi.I.M
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THREE ROCK WOO~/7/97 The irish Orlenteer Trophy, Porfumna,

seven compeHt~)lth the maximum score of EVENING EVENT RES S Co. Galway,S September 1997.
Lauro Cotter BOC 10 10 12 32 4
CDennehy BOC 12 10 9 31 36 hove already won theil classes: they are Brown 9.6km

Aislinn Austin Cork 0 12 12 24 M14 David Heaty, W40 Mary Healy, W45
A.fOURSE LONG 6 1km 220m 1 Marcus Pinker M21 Cork 0 64.50
1 BO'Brien A.J/lJ( M21 45 2 liom O'Bnen M21 Cork 0 73.29

DenlseHealy CNOC9 8 17 Monico Nowlan, W55 Clare Nuttall, Wf:IJDiona 2 M.Aynn A.J/lJ( M21 47 3 Kevin O'Dwyer M40 Cork 0 81.15
MMcDonald AJAX 3 10 13 Lorge, WI2 Amy Houlihan and W18 Clore 3 M.Rvdin 49 4 Conor Creedon M21 Cork 0 85,14

O'Connor 4 DWeston SET M21 52 5 Conor Barry M20 Cork 0 90,47
RCunningham Fenn 0 8 5 13 l.Donovan AJPIX M21 535 6 John Muckian Cork 0 93,46
Beth Smyth NWOC7 6 13 5 there are sixpossible winners of M21; J.Maguire AJPIX 53 7 John McCullough M40 30C 94.46

6 all five M3S5are possible winners; 7 T. OGorman CNOC M21 58 B G. BrodyM40 Cork 0 95.07
Yi1AA 7 there are five possible winners In M40, four in 8 E,Glonvllle 3ROC W21 62 9 Rick Austin M40 Cork 0 98.34
Clore O'Connor Cork 0 12 12 12 36 M45. five MSO.1wo In M55, four in Mf:IJ.and four 9 C. Burns A.J/lJ( M21 63 10 A. Ayling M21 DUO 111.40
SusonHeaty GEN 10 10 10 30 P. Brennan SET M21 63 11 Richard Kavanagh M21 Cork 0 114.03

InM65; 11 T. Farrell 69 Tim Morrissey M40 Cork 0 dnf
Flonne Austin Cork 0 9 8 17 8 there are three possible winners In M 12. four In 12 A. Boyle AJPIX M21 70 David O'Donovan M40 Cork 0 dnf
Anne Feehon BVOC 9 7 16 M 16, five MIS.and ttvee InM2O; 13 R.Russell M21 71

all five W21sare possible winners; 14 D. Brennan 3ROC M35 73 Blue 8.0km9 CNOC 75~: 15 p.LowIor 1 Toni ODonovan W21 CorkOM 71.00
1 only those persons who con complete !tYee 10 there are two possible winners InWSO.three In D.QuInn 75 2 SillSimpson M45 LVOU 71.51

events In the some class have been Included; W14. and three in W16; 17 A. Lawlor M21 89
18 3ROC W45 94 3 Bemard Creedon MSO Cork 0 M 74.59

11 so with 16classes to be decided. and 63 G.power 4 E. Glanville W21 3ROCL 78,012 many of those listed above need to run in S,McEvoy A.J/lJ( W21 102competitors contention, there will be a lot to 19 5 David Brennan M35 3ROCL 78.17
NIOC to complete the League:

ploy for at the Northern reland Championships 20 D. Buller CNOC M50 103 6 Stendan Ryan M18 CorkOM 78,19
3 because of lock of compeHllon. five classes 21 C,Donaghy GEN M35 111 7 Bob Pinker MOO Cork 0 M 80,34

(M70. W35. W65. W70 and W20) will have no on 11th October. K.O'Caliaghan 111 8 John O'Caliaghan M18 Cork 0 82,43
person completing the class:

Frank Cunnane 23 D.ONelll FIN W21 113 9 Zollan Foley FisherM16 MNAV 83,57
T. Looby DNF 10 BO'NeiliM45 CNOC 84.35

A IIIreland League 1997 N.Curtan DNF 11 E. Loughman W21 CNOC 85.09
12 Ronan Murphy M18 Cork 0 87,38

A full list of runners who qualify for the All Ireland League is printed above. The points B COURSEMEDIUM4.3km 175 m 13 Deirdre Creedon W20 Cork 0 91.36

system adopted seems to be 100 crude and simplistic, as can be seen if times and points are compared.
1 B. McGrath 3ROC M45 44 14 Rodger O'Conor M18 Cork 0 92.06
2 P. Conroy 58 15 Stendan McGrath M45 3 ROC 93.08

Taking the M21 E only and the four events to dale, the following picture emerges: - 3 B.Hollinshead 3ROC M55 60 16 Michael Grant M21 WATO 93.10
Dllferences Connachl Munster Irish Leinster J.Gray 3ROC M45 60 17 Jim ODonovan MSO Cork 0 94.15

51 sees.
5 A. Bonor-Law GEN M60 61 18 Ailbhe Creedon W21 Cork 0 97.46

2 points (lSI & 2nd) 116 sees. 180 sees. 1 sec. F. McCormack CNOC M60 61 19 Miriam NIChaitlr W21 Cork 0 98,13
None (same points) NA 921 sees. 2331 sees. NA 7 F. Healy SET M21 64 20 P von Kampen M21 3ROC 98,19

11th &after
8 P.Fox M35 66 21 Robert O'Connor MSO Cork 0 99,50

Short Lung Short Long Short Long Short Long 9 J. Francis 7FAR M40 60 22 P. Lalor M5S 30C 100.18
10 C, Walsh 3ROC W55 77 23 Gerord Buller M18 30C 101,43

I point (other places) 5 sees. 436 sees. 26 sees. 542 sees, 11 sees. 188 sees, 191 secs.412 sees. 1,1 K.Greenon AJPIX 60 24 Nino PhillipsW21 3ROC 104,00
12 R. Dorrepaal SET M35 81 25 Kevin Ryan M18 Cork 0 122.02

This shows that, for the second fastest runner on the day, to be one second behind the winner (IOC) is
13 E.O'Connor 83 26 M. Carter W40 Cork 0 132,59
14 E.Bridcut GEN W21 60 27 B.Hollinshead M55 30C 133,31

no better than being 3 minutes (MOC) behind. And for other runners, to be 5 seconds behind is no 15 M.Byrne 102 Aolte Deane W20 Cork 0 dnt
better than being 9 minutes behind. The only good argument for this points system is that il is easy 10 16 S.Butler CNOC W45 105 Marguerite O'RourkeW21 Gan dnf

S.L.BuHer CNOC W14 105 Michael Butler M55 3ROC dwc
operate. It is hoped to have a better points system for 1998. 18 J.Bergln 106

The purpose of this leiter is to ask for ideas for points systems. One of the easier systems to 19 R.Clary 138 Green 5.6 km

operate and to understand is the system used for the Norwegian Sorlandsgaloppen. They give 1000 P.O'Nuollain 138 1 John Colclough M35 CNOC 59.12
E. Penter CBC M16 DNF 2 M. Nowlan W45 3 ROC 59.18

points 10 the winner. and deduct one point for each full three seconds longer than the winner. A person A. Brennan CBC M16 DNF 3 Marlo Pinker W45 Cork 0 71.19
just one second behind would gel 1000 also. V.Murtagh 3ROC W55 DNP10.11 4 Brion Power SET 74.38

At the moment, a variation of this is proposed, where the average time will earn 1000 points, 5 F,Colnan M60 Cork 0 77.27
C CQI.IRlif :llkm l~m 6 Nathan Foley-FisherM16 MNAV 77.39

and points will be added or deducted for each three seconds difference. This would be better than the 1 A. Hearey AJAX W21 79 7 Maire Walsh WOO 3 ROC 79.29
Sorlandsgaloppen system in two ways: a competitor would have to be 50 minutes longer than the C. Fraser 79 8 F.McConn M60 LVO 79.49

~ runner before getting NIL points; and the winner who was well ahead of the pack would earn R. Bell GEN W8 DNF 9 Mary Austin W40 Cork 0 80.05
Y. Bell GEN WlO DNF 10 Maureen Dooley W20 MNAV 85.33

more points than the leader of a tight bunch of runners. S. McCormack GEN DNF 11 F. McCormock M60 CNOC 86.32
If anyone has better ideas, either for a different system or for improving the system proposed G.Gray 3ROC M16 DNF 12 M. Dooley M60 CNOC 86.54

in the last paragraph. please let me have details, by leiter or by phone. If anyone has a computer J. Corey DNP3 13 AIne Ni Shuilleabholn W45 3 ROC 86.55
14 Mauro Higgins W55 SET 90.08

program 10work their system, even bcucr, 15 B. Foley-FisherW45 MNAV 90.17

Frank Cunnane, "Knocknarea", Barnstead Avenue, Blackrock, CORK, Ph. 021-358480 The tr;shili';('nll'('r 39
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16 Nigel Foley Fisher MA5
17 P.Devlin rvl60
18 F. White W60
19 ResHoulihan W40
20 BIeda O'Donavan W40
21 Mgt Creedon W40
22 Vera Murtagh W55
23 Antoinette Butler W50

T.Talbot. B.Cryan, C. Wolsh

MNAV
LVO
SET
CorkO
Cork 0
CorkO
3 ROC
3 ROC
dnf

92.56
96.52
103.28
129.46
129.53
131.17
162.53
190.05

UghtGreen 3.9km
1 David Carter M16 Cork 0 26.57
2 Alan Barry M16 CorkO 31.27
3 JohnMeGrath M16 3ROC 31.36
4 AAustin W16 Cork 0 33.18
5 Kiernan O'Caliaghan M16 Cork 0 35.26
6 James Horley M16 Cork 0 35.31
7 ClaireO'Connar WI8 Cork 0 37.05
8 Susan Healy W18 Gen 39.58
9 FionneAustin W18 Cork 0 40.27
10 David Healy MIl, Gen 42.23
11 AlslingO'Donovan Wl8 Cork 0 55.28
12 Nlamh O'Bayte WI4 CNOC 60.55
13 D.Large W60 Gen 62.13
II, J.McElwaln W21 3 ROC 65.28
15 B.O·Nelll M50 SET 68.38
16 F.O·Neili W45 SET 75.58

Orange 4.1 km
I Niall Wolsh M14 3 ROC 40.59
2 Kevin Houlihan MI4 CorkO 41.36
3 Nlamh Morrissey WI4 Cork 0 42.12
4 Nlomh O'Boyle W14 CNOC 44.16
5 Sheila Mucklan Cork 0 66.17
6 C.Foley Fisher MI2 MNAV 67.27
7 Amy Houlihan WI2 Cork 0 111.08
8 Noelle Cartes WI2 CorkO 126.49

Mark O'Donavan MI2 CorkO dwe

White 3.4km
I Claire O'Neill W12 CNOC 40.37
2 No name on cord n 46.11
3 JuneO'Nelll W14 CNOC 57.01
4 E.J.Foley Fisher WlO MNAV 68.29
5 K.Kierne Gen 91.DA

LucyBorry Wl2 n dnf

Team Course Classes
A Brown M21
B Brown M20·, 35,40
C Blue M18·, 45, 50. 55
D Blue W20"21,35
E Green W40+,M60+
F Light Green W16·, 18·.M16-
G Orange WI4-,MI4-

ResultsSetanta Evening event:
Killakee 15/7/97

A· Course 6Km Climb: 200m
1 B.O·Brien M21 AJAX 44.39
2 lJoyce M21 Fueeo 54.00
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Results from Carrickgolligan
Long Course
I G. Brady M40Corko
2 P.Blennan M21
3 B.Sell M40 GEN
4 D. Weston M21
5 R. Holahan M20 CNOC
6 A QulnM193ROC
7 D.0Dongahalle M21 DUO
8 P.Kernan MAOAJAX
9 G. Doherty M21 GEN
10 B. LawlorW21 CNOC
11 McCormock MA5GEN
12 E.O'Shea M35GEN
13 D. Brennan M35 3ROC
14 P.Cosey M21 GEN
15 F.Healy Setanta
16 J. Francis MAO
17 D. Quinn GEN
18 D. WIckham M35 AJAX
19 F.OBlaoln
20 R.Lyons M21 DUO
21 B.Hollingshead M55 3ROC
22 AMosterson W21 AJAX
23 J. Crowley
24 V. Jones FIN
25 E.O'Sulliebhaln MSO3ROC
26 A Lawlor M21
27 W. McCormock
28 J. FitzsimonsMAS3ROC
29 D, 0 Colmcin MASGEN
29 A Ni Shuillabhain W45 3ROC
31 P.O'Brien
32 D. Lorge
33 p, Dunne MAOWEGO
34 A Ayling M21 DUO/GEN
35 J. O'Neill W50 Fin
36 M. Galligan
37 G. Power W45 3ROC
38 D. O'Neill W21 FIN
38 B.Chari ton M65
39 A Joyce W21 GEN
40 N.PhlillpsW213ROC
41 C. Walsh W 55 3ROC

3 L.Donovon M21 ~"'AX 55.00
4 P.Brennan M21 ''!:fT 58.40
5 D.Brennan M35 3ROC 58.50
6 AAyOng M21 DUO 59.05
7 P.Forg 60.08
8 B.McGroth M45 3ROC 60.45
9 E.Glanvile W21 62.57
10 T.O·Gormon M21 CNOC 66.20
II E.Loughman W21 CNOC 67.06
12 B.O·Cour M21 AJAX 67.37
13 F.O'Blien W21 AJAX 71.15
14 C.Burns M21 AJAX 72.07
15 Ani Shuilleabholn W45 3ROC 76.20
16 R.Russell M21 76.38
17 B.Doherty M50 GEN 76.40
18 A Lawtor M21 83.01
19 D.Butler MSO CNOC 96.30
20 E.Bridcut W21 GEN 100.29
21 M.Buller M55 3ROC 102.50
22 S.Lynch MAO 103.41
23 C.Donaghy M35 GEN 103.41
24 L.Butler W18 CNOC lDA.OO
25 G.Power W45 3ROC 109.45

lHeyen DNP10
J+SLTd.D.O·Nelll DNF

2 llerrel NO~~3.20
3 J.Caley 40.41
4 T.McCormock M12 GEN 42.45
5 S.McCormack GEN 43.20
6 A Heerey AJAX 44.05
7 nn 45.21

B-Course 4Km Climb: 125m
1 R.Donnell 35.25
2 A Boyle AJAX 39.51
3 T.Gray MIS 3ROC 43.00
4 G.Gray M18 3ROC 45.50
5 M.Kellert M55 GEN 46.33
6 S.Hervlew AJAX 46.34
7 M.Wolsh W50 3ROC 46.58
8 AB·L MAO GEN 47.10
9 D.Large W60 GEN 48.00
10 C.Carroll M65 3ROC 51.50
11 S.Cleory AJAX 52.25
12 S.McEvoy W21 AJAX 53.18
13 P.Fox+Co M35 53.20
14 F.Lynch 52.45
15 D.Nagle W45 3ROC 57.50
16 L.Donegan M21 61.25
17 M Boylan M21 61.31
18 T.GaMn M21 GEN 65.12
19 P.NolanM21 GEN 65.12
20 M.O·Donnell MIS 65.18
21 Eileen +Tony 67.05
22 J.Lynam M70 3ROC 70.30
23 C.Wolsh W55 3ROC 73.27
24 M.nlNelll W21 75.51
25 C.McGrott W45 3ROC 78.10
26 P.ONuoltain 81.00
27 RClory 81.00
28 R.Doyle M16 CBC 85.15
29 B.McCluskey W21 3ROC 85.51
30 T.Butler W50 3ROC 88.30
31 K.Greenan AJAX 88.40
32 V.Murtogy W55 3ROC 90.08

S.O·ForreU DNP 8
C.Buller. AGriffin, P.Brennan DNF

42 C. DalbhlsW17 DUO/GEN
43 M. 0 Colmain GEN
44 E.McGovern GEN
45 R.BoyleM17
46 V. Murtagh W55 3ROC
A 0 Clelrlgh
R.Wall
T.Keegan

C=Course 2Km Climb: sam
1 G.Doherty 14.05 14 E.Fitzsimons

27.10
30.40
30.55
31.47
32.43
32.50
33.32
34.15
36.40
36.58
37.14
37.20
37.25
38.15
40.02
40.39
40.47
41.00
42.55
43.55
44.46
46.25
46.35
46.48
46.58
47.38
47.40
48.18
49.30
49.30
52.50
53.00
53.45
54.30
55.10
56.40
58.45
60.49
62.03
64.06
64.50
65.25

70.02
76.31
87.27
84.50
101.40
DNF
DNF
DNF

44.46

8 AFox
9 D.Dalton
10 S.O'Conner
11 J.Mullan
12 J.Houlifan

M.Reld

3ROC 54.00
3ROC 54.00

3ROC 54.00
3ROC 64.05

69.00
DNP5

Sunday 21st September: GEN
Short Course

1 D. Healy M 11GEN 17.45
2 C.O·Nelll M40 GEN 21.00
3 J. BuHer W19 3ROC 23.55
4 P.Culen 25.00
5 T.KeaneGEN 25.05
6 J. Crowtey 26.23
7 M. Grennan 30.32
8 S.Grennan 30.41
9 A Grennan 30.42
10 A Rowe/C. McGovern 31.50
11 BluesBrothers 31.51
12 C. Morrison 32.35
13 M. Reid W21 32.42
14 T.McCormock M12 GEN 32.53
15 Crowley 36.38
16 B.Chambers 38.02
17 M. Borry 38.30
18 J. Chambers 40.30
18 E.Chambers 40.30
20 M. Nogle 41.22

21 D. NIGhoibln 44.20
22 B. Doolan 45.15
23 M. Joyce 47.39
24 R. Kiernan GEN 49.50
25 C. KNlen 52.00
25 S,Killen 52.00
27 T.BuHer 52.15
28 the Chicks 54.15
29 S.Reiny 65.00
29 D. Mangon 65.00
31 Jane &DelrdreWl2GEN 69.18
32 D. Carney 74.00
33 G. Corney 72.14
34 A Hobson 77.20
34 E.Hobson 77.20
35 E.Hobson 77.20

WAYFARERS
1 G.Magulre
2 E. Jones
3 l.Tierney
4 C.OhEofa
5 A Doyte
6 D.OhEafa
7 C. Doyle M18

30.30
30.40
30.50
32.35
33.10
33.30
34.02

40.30
42.35
42.35
43.00
43.00
43.56
51.50 + 4 dnf

8 H.Jones
9 J.Weedle
9 R.Weedle
11 E.O'Nelll
11 CO'Nelll
13 C. Doolan
15 WhItaker
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ORIENTEERING FIXTURES ., 11 KllWORTH. Co. C • SO Ml3. Start 11 - 2. GR R 85 OS.
18 BROADFORD EAS1~roodford. Co. Umerick. StortI 0.30-2. GR R 280202.
18 MUCKROSS. Killarney. Co. Kerry. KO. KL.GRV970863.
18 PHOENIX PARK. Dublin. JROC.Start 11 -1. GR009 34.
18 RIVERSTICK. Co. Cork. Cork 0 BML. Start 11- 2. GRW 65 57.
25 OONADEA. Clone. Co. Kildare. CNOC. Start 11 - 1. GR N 84 33.
25 WARRENSCOURT. Kilmurry. Co. Cork. BOC WL Start 10.30-2. GRW 380660.

February
1 BALUNASTOE. Roundwood. Co. WlCklow. GEN. Start 11 - 1.lnier-club chaNenge. GR 0 1708.
1 FARRAN. Ovens. Co. Cork. BOC Wl. Start 10.30-2. GR W 480715.
1 SHIPPOOl. Co. Cork. CorkO. BMl. Start 10.30-2. GR W57 54.
8 BOTILE Hill. Co. Cork. CorkO BML. Start 11 - 2. GR W 61 86.
8 CURRAGH WOOD. Midleton. Co. Cork. BOC WL. Start 10.30-2. GR W860768.
8 HEllfiRE WOOD. Kilakee. Co. Dublin. SET. Start 11 - 1.GR) 1222.
14 IRISH STUDENT CHAMPIONSHIPS, Glengana. Cahlr. Co. Tipperary. UCCO. GR R 92 20.
15 GLENGARRA. Cohir. Co. Tipperary. CorkO Ml4. Start 10.30-2. GR R 92 20.
15 THREE ROCK WOOD. Dundrum. Co. Dublin. DUO. Start 11 - 1. ll7. 0 1723.
22 DROMDEER WOOD. C. Cork. BOC BL. Start 10.30-2. GR R63SOSO.

OCToeu
11 IRISH 2-DAY a NI CHAMPIONSHIPS, BANAGliERFOAm. Dunglven. CO. Derry. NWOC. C696014
12 IRISH 2-DAY, fl.OIIOiCECOURT. Co. Fermanagh. FermO HI 80320
12 BELFIELD. Dtblln. UCDO Come and Try 11.12 to 3 pm. 0180301
12 CURRABINNY WOOD. Corrigallne. Co. Cork. B.O.C. Cork County league 2.11 to 1.3Opm. W780630
12 KNOCKNACAREIGH WOOD. Kilmurry. Co. Cork. CorkO. Cl2. 021/361 SM. 11 to 2 pm. W 36 64
18 GOSFORD, ~rkethill. Co. Armagh.lVO Sprinl-0 4. GR H 9740
19 CAPPANALEA. Killorglin. Co. K9Iry. KO. Slart 11 - 1 pm. Kerry league. GR V 7288
19 PINE FOREST. Rothfarnham. Co. Dtblln. JROC. Lelnsler League 2. 01/2868871. 11 to 1 pm. 0137229
19 THOMASTOWN WOOD. KRflnane. Co. Limerick. BOC. Slart 10.30-2 pm.
19 TRAMORE.Co. Vo.bterford. WatO.Soulh EaslLeagueOS1/379708 11 to 1 pm 5590010
19 WALSHTOWNWOOD.Mdlelon.Co.Cork CorkO Cork League 3 11102pm W6891
19 BOFNATIONAL EVENT4 Clnderford. (Ion Stirrups 0044-1452-812923)
25 TOllYMORE. Newcaslle. Co. Down. NI Series 8. LVO. GR J 3532.
26 RYECOURT. Farnanes. Co. Cork B.O.C. Cork County League 3 021/546194 10.30101.30 W460675

NOVEMIlER
2 CHIMNEYFIELDWOOD, Glenvllle.Co. ccn.ccoo. Cork League 4. 021/361SM. 11 t02pm. W9085
2 KINNITTY. Co. Offaly. CNOC Lelnsler League 3. 11 to 1 pm, N 21 05
2 WARRENSCOURT, Kilmurry. Co. Cork. BOC. Cork Co. League. Slart 10.30-2 pm. GR W 3867
8 DRUM MANOR. Cookstown. Co. Tyrone. NI Series 9. NWOC. GR H 7678
9 KNOCKANAFFRIN. Rathgormac. Co. Waterford. WatO. SE League 11 to 1 pm. 5283187
9 BALUNASTOE. Roundwood. Co. Wlcklow, GEN. Lelnster league 4. GRO 17 08.
9 BOFNATIONAL EVENT,High Rlgg. Keswick. Lake Dlslrlcl (MIke & JudIth Hind 0044-17687-75298)
15 LAGAN VAllEY PARKS, Belfast. LVO Sprlnt-O Final. LVO.
16 BALUN ORA WOOD. Curraheen. Co. Cork. B.O.C. CCL 4. 021 /546194.10.30 to 1.30. W610680
16 FIRMOUNT. Rathcormack.Co. Cork. CorkO Cork League 5. 11 t02 pen, W 8688
16 ROSS ISLAND. Killarney. Co. Kerry. KO.
16 RUPPULAGH. Kllfinane. Co. Limerick. BOC. Starll 0.30 - 2 pm.
16 THREEROCK WOOD, Dundrum. Co. Dublin. Junior fundralser. Score event. Start 11 - 1 pm. GR 0 1723.
16 BRITISHSCHOOLS CHAMPIONSHIPS
17 CASTLEARCHDALE. Co. Fermanagh. FermO Sunday League. GR H 1758.
22 SCARVA. nr Tandragee. Co. Armagh. LVO Night event.
23 BAllYVOLANE. Kill. Co. Vo.blerford. Vo.btO South East League. OSI/379708. 11 to 1 pm. 5450053
23 CURRAGH WOOD. Midleton. Co. Cork. B.O.C. CCL 5. 021 /361 SM. 10.3Oto 1.30. W 86 76
23 RAVEN'S ROCK, Glencullen. Co. Dublin. AJAX Lelnster League 5 .01/2691196. 11 10 1 prn. 0190180
29 NI NIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS. NlCAAt«,lrvlnestown. Co. Fermanogh. FermO.
30 CURRAGH WOOD. Midlelon, Co. Cork. CorkO Carl< League 6 •021/361SM. 11 10 2 prn. W 86 76
30 FARRAN. Ovens. Co. Cork. BOC. CCL. Start 10.30-2 pm. GRW4971.
30 HEllfiRE WOOD. Killokee. Co. Dublin. DUO. Stort 11 -I. GRO 1222.
30 KILDERRY. Mililown. Co. Kerry. KO. KL. Start 11 - 2 pm. GR V 80 99.

March
1 CRONYBYRNE. Laragh. Co. Wlcklow. AJAX. Start 11.-1. Ll8. GR T 1992.
1 BOFNATIONALEVENT1.Berkshire.
8 CURRAGH EAST. Co. Kildare. CNOC. Start 11 - 1. LL9. GR N 78 12.
15 DJOUCE WOODS. Ennlskerry. Co. Wicklow. SET.Stort 11 -I.
22 CARUNGFORD. Co. Louth. 3ROC. Start 11 - l.lllO. GR J 18 11.
29 SAGGART WOOD. Co. Dublin. AJAX. Start 11 -I. GR 0 02 23.

April
4 LEINSTERCHAMPIONSHIPS, Trooperstown. Co. Wicklow. GEN. Pre-entry. GRT 1697.
10-IJ JK'9a. Doigellou. Wales.
19 ROCK MARSHAll. Dundalk. Co. Louth. FIN. Slart 11 - 1. LL11. GR J 1208.
26 BOFNATIONALEVENT2, Brlslol area.

May
2-3 IRISH CHAMPIONSHIPS. Co. Armagh.lVO.
2-J BRITISHCHAMPIONSHIPS (probable dote bul may be March 14-15).
10 GLENDAlOUGH. Co. WlCklow. JROC. Start 11 - 1. Leinster League final. GRT 11 96.
17 GlENCREE. Co. Wick low. GEN. Slart 12.00 sharp. Mass startscore event. GR 0 1914.
22-25 WORLD CUP, Killarney. Co. Kerry. Enhy deadline 20 February 1998. NaNonal teams only.
22-24 SHAMROCK O-RINGEN. Killarney. Co. Kerry.
30 BOFNAnONAL EVENTJ. Lake District.

DEaMIlER
7 BAllYNABOLA.Co. Wexford. WatOSoulh East League .OSI/379708. 11 to 1 pm.S805245
7 CASTLEOLIVER. Kllfinane. Co. Limerick. BOC. BL.Stort 10.30-2 pm.
7 CURRAGH WEST. Co. Kildare. CNOC lelnster League 6.045/432267. 11 to 1 prn, N 79 12
7 GOUGANE BARRA. Bollingeary. Co. Cork. CorkOCl7 /CorkChampS.021/361SM. 11 to Zprn . W0866
13 CAIRN WOOD. near Holywood. Co. Down.lVO club event. GR J45 76.
14 CARRIGALUGHA, Bollingeary. Co. Cork. UCCO. ML2. GRW 155715.
14 MALAHIDE CASTLE. Co. Dublin. FIN. Start 11 - 1. GR 022 45.
14 BOFNATIONAL EVENT,Long Volley. Aldershol (Paul Keeble 0044-/452-412111)
26 GORTATOLE. Co. Fermanagh. FermO Box-O.
26 THREE ROCK WOOD. Dundrum. Co. Dublin. 3ROC Score Event. 01/2868871. 11 to 1 prn.O 170240
28 GARRYCLOYNE. Co. Cork. BOC Xmas event. Start 10.30 - 2 pm. GR W 600815.
28 SHIPPOOLWOOD.lnnishannon. Co. Cork. Corka Xmas Event. 021/361 SM. 11 to 1.30pm. W 5754

For details of fixtures check with the organisers. the lOA Inf-O-line (01-4569099) or the NIOA «0044)-01399-
873281)
In many cases the Informallon given here includes a contact phone number. start limes and on Ordnance
Survey grid reference. lOA fixtures are only isted If the event Is regislered with lOA. Start times are generally
11.00 to 1.00 pm unless olherwise stated.
Abbrevlaflons: LL= Leinster League. CCL = Cork County League. CL = Cork League. Set = South east League.
KL = Kerry League. ML = Munster League. Wl =Winter League, BL= Ballyhoura League.

1998
January
4 CURRABINNY. Carrigaline. Co. Cork. BOC WL. Start 10.30-2. GR W 785630.
4 GLEN BOWER. Killeagh. Co. Cork. Cork O. GR W 99 77.
11 KILUNEY Hill. Co. Dublin. AJAX. GR 02625.
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